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A translation quiver containing a closed oriented path, with underlying 
topological space being homeomorphic to S’ x If? +, will be called a tube. 
Tubes arise rather frequently as components of the Auslander-Reiten quiver 
of (tame) artin algebras [.5, 1 1 ] and partially ordered sets 13 1. Here, we try 
to give a rather systematic investigation into their properties. In this way, we 
present rigorous proofs of some results announced in [.5, 111. However, the 
main objective of the present paper is our interest in separating tubular series 
as considered in Section 4. 
In the first section, we consider some fundamental properties of tubes. In 
particular, we show that there are two kinds of arrows in a tube. those 
pointing to the mouth and those pointing to infinity (Proposition 1 in 
Section 1.2). Also, we investigate in greater detail some special classes of 
tubes, the reduced ones and the smooth ones. Note that the regular 
components of the Auslander-Reiten quiver of a tame hereditary artin 
algebra, or more general, of a tame concealed artin algebra, are smooth 
tubes. 
We work with a process of enlarging a given tube T. namely, of inserting 
several rays in order to obtain a new tube T( L’, n ]. It will be seen in Section 3 
that, starting from a smooth tube, and using several times this and the dual 
construction, we obtain precisely the coherent tubes which admit length 
functions, or, equivalently, the coherent tubes of rank >l (Theorem 3.3). 
Any coherent tube of rank 21 actually appears as a component of the 
Auslander-Reiten quiver of a suitable artin algebra (Theorem 4.2). 
Given a ring A, an A-module V, and n E \, , we consider the ring A ] V, ?I ] 
(see Section 2.3; note that A [ I’, 1 ] tS just the one-point extension of A by V). 
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In case A is an artin algebra with a component T of its Auslander-Reiten 
quiver being a tube, and V is a rather special indecomposable A-module in T, 
a socalled “ray module” (see Section 2.2), we calculate completely the 
component of A [V, n J containing the module V: it is of the form T[ c, n] 
(Theorem 2.3). In this case, we will call A [ V, n] a simple tubular extension; 
the dual construction will be called a cosimple tubular extension. 
We introduce the general notion of a tubular extension of a tame 
concealed algebra A, for an algebra being obtained from A by a sequence of 
successive simple or cosimple tubular extensions. Let B be a tubular 
extension of a tame concealed algebra A. Then there is a class B(B,A) of 
indecomposable B-modules formed by the modules belonging to a family of 
tubes. The remaining indecomposable B-modules fall into two separate 
classes .Y(B, A) and i(B, A), such that Hom(X, Y) = 0 for XE I(B,A), 
YE.Y(B,A), also for XE9(B,A), YEF(B,A), and for XEEF(B,A), 
YE .Y(B, A) and that any homomorphism X+ Y with X E .9’(B, A), 
YE I(B, A) factors through a direct sum of modules in F(B,A). We 
therefore say that B(B, A) is a separating tubular series. There are factor 
algebras B’ and B- of B with A being the push-out of B’ and B- such that 
the modules in .?(B, A) are B ‘-modules, and those in -/(B, A) are BP- 
modules (Theorem 4.3). Note that both B’ and B- may be of wild represen- 
tation type, whereas the only indecomposable sincere representations will 
belong to F(B, A). 
In the final section, we consider a component of the Auslander-Reiten 
quiver of an artin algebra which is a coherent tube T and deterrnine the 
modules in T which are preprojective or preinjective in the sense of 
Auslander-Smalo (Theorem 5.3). 
Throughout the paper, we will denote by hue = {O. 1, 2,... } the set of 
natural numbers, and N1 = ‘N,\(O). 
1. TUBES 
1.0. A quiver Q = (Q,, Q,) (without multiple arrows) is given by a 
set Q, of “vertices” and a subset Q, G Q, x Q, of “arrows.” If a = (x,y) 
belongs to Q,, we will write more suggestively a: x +y, and call x the 
starting point and y the endpoint of a. The set of all starting points of arrows 
with endpoint y is denoted by y-, the set of all endpoints of arrows with 
starting point x is denoted by x’. An arrow a: x + x is called a loop. A 
(finite) path of length n is given by an n-tuple X= (a, ,..., an) of arrows 
ai: xi-, + xi, both the arrows ai (1 < i ,< n) as well as the vertices xi 
(0 < i < IZ) will be said to belong to rr, and x0 is called the starting point; X, 
is the endpoint of n. A circuit in Q is given by a set cu = {a,,..., a,) of arrows 
ai : Xi.- 1 + xi with pairwise different vertices x,, , xi ,..., x,-, , and x, = x,. 
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A f~u~~~~~~o~ quiver Q = (Q,, Qr , t) is given by a quiver (Q,, Q,) without 
multiple arrows (but note that we allow loops, in contrast to [Z]), together 
with an injective map r: Qi, -+ Q,, where Qi, is a subset of Qo, such that 
z- = (rz)+ for all ZE Q;. The pairs (rt, z) with z E QA will be called 
extensions, and more suggestively denoted by rz 1 z, and Q, will denote the 
set of all extensions. The vertices in Q,\QA are said to be projective, those in 
Q,\r(Q;) are said to be injective. The set of arrows CI: y --$ z with z E Qi; will 
be denoted by Qi. For any a E Q; , there is a unique arrow rz --L y, and it 
will be denoted by oa. If both JJ, z & Qh, and a: y --) z. then there is an arrow 
rq’+ rz, and it will be denoted by ta (=G2a). A generalized path from x0 to 
x, is given by a sequence (E,,..., E,) such that for any 1 <i < n, si is either 
an arrow xi-, -+ xi or an extension xi ._ , I xi. A generalized circuit is given 
by a set {F, ,..., E,,} such that si is either an arrow xi~- I ---f xi or an extension 
xi- r IX, with pairwise different vertices x,,, X, ,..., x,,. , , and x,~ =,x0. Usually 
we will denote a generalized path or a generalized circuit just by the 
sequence (X”, x, ,*.., XJ of vertices. Given a translation quiver 
Q = (Q,, Q, 3 71, th ere exists the dual translation quiver Q* = (Qt, QF, 5”) 
with Q$=Qo, with (x,.Y)EQ~ iff (.Y..x)EQ,, and r*=s-‘:r(Qb)-+Q,,. 
Using this duality, any assertion concerning translation quivers leads to a 
dual assertion. Following Gabriel and Riedtmann, we may consider any 
translation quiver (Q,,, Q,, r) as a 2-dimensional simplicial complex as 
follows: The O-simplices are the elements of Qo; there are two kinds of l- 
simplices, namely, the elements a: x --t y of Qr , with boundary being given by 
x, J, and the elements xl i of Q2 with boundary .Y, z. Finally, for every 
a:p-+z in Q;, there is a 2-simplex (or “triangle”) with boundary the l- 
simplices LY, CKY and rz lz; we denote it by (tz, y, z). The geometric 
realization of this complex will be called the urtderlying topological space 1 Q 1 
of Qq 
Given a translation quiver Q =: (Qa, Q,. r), a translation subquicer is a 
translation quiver of the form P = (PO, P,, r’) with P, & Q,,, P, c Q, and 
P; c Q;, with 7’ being the restriction of t to Ph. P is said to be a full 
translation quiver provided we have, in addition, P, = Q, n (PO X P,,), and 
such that for x, z E P,, there exists the extension x-L z in P if and only if two 
conditions are satistied: this extension exists in Q, and any arrow 4’ -+ z in Q, 
actually belongs to P,. Note that a full translation subquiver P of Q is 
uniquely determined by P, and Q. If x is a vertex of the translation quiver 
Q = (Qo, Q,, 7), we say that P is obtained from Q by deleting x. provided P 
is the full translation subquiver of Q defined by Q,\{x}. 
1.1. DEFINITION. A translation quiver T is called a tube provided it 
contains a circuit and the underlying topological space is homeomorphic to 
s’ x ii;* (where S’ = (z f C \ /z/ = 1 } is the unit circle, and 
“ir, + = (r E r”i /r >, 01 is the space of non-negative real numbers). If 7’ is a 
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tube, the 1-simplices belonging to the boundary of 1 TI are said to form the 
mouth of T. 
If Q is any translation quiver, an arrow a: x + y of Q lies on at most two 
triangles, namely, on (~JJ, x, y) in case y is not projective, and on (x, ,JJ, rP ‘x), 
in case x is not injective. The number of triangles an extension x I .z lies on 
is given by the cardinality of x+. Thus let T be a tube. Then, given an arrow 
u: x--t y of T, it is impossible that both x is injective and y is projective; and 
a: x + y belongs to the mouth of T if either x is injective or y is projective. 
For an extension xl z of T, the set x+ can never be empty, and x 7_ z 
belongs to the mouth if and only if xt contains a single vertex. In general, 
for every vertex x of the tube T, both sets x’ and x can contain at most 
two vertices. Namely, for x injective, one shows that x+ has at most two 
elements by considering the mouth of T which has to be a l-sphere, whereas 
for x not injective, the same follows from the fact that / TI is a manifold with 
boundary. The assertion that x- contains at most two elements follows by 
duality. 
1.2. We are going to state the main results of Section 1. Let T be a 
tube. A function d: T, --t (f 1 } is called a direction function for T if and only 
if the following properties are satisfied 
(1) If a, p are two arrows with the same starting point or the same 
endpoint, then d(a) # d(J). 
(2) If a E T;, then d(w) # d(a). 
(3) For any infinite path 
x()-Lx, -% x, ni x3 + ‘.. 
with pairwise different arrows, there exists some i with d(a,) = 1. 
(3*) For any infinite path 
with pairwise different arrows, there exists some i with d@,) = -1. 
PROPOSITION 1. An-v tube has a unique direction function. 
If d is the direction function of the tube T, an arrow a of T with d(a) = 1 
will be said to point to infinity; an arrow /? with d@) = -1 will be said to 
point to the mouth. 
An infinite path 
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of arrows all pointing to infinity and being pairwise different will be called a 
ray and denoted by IX, co); note that any ray is uniquely determined by its 
starting point. In dealing with rays, we always will stick to the notation x(i) 
for the endpoint of the ith arrow. Two rays IX, co) and [ .v, co) will be said to 
belong to the same ray class provided they have a common arrow, or 
equivalently, if y =x(i) or x =-v(i) for some i. Dually, an infinite 
path “s + x(-2) + x(-l) --f x(O) = x ending in x and consisting of pairwise 
different arrows all pointing to the mouth will be called a coral and denoted 
by (co. x1. Two corays with a common arrow will be said to belong to the 
same coray class. A ray which is not a proper subset of another ray is called 
a maximal ray; any ray class contains a unique maximal ray. Similarly, any 
coray class contains a unique maximal coray (which is not properly 
contained in another coray). 
Given a circuit w = {a, ,..., a,} of length n, the number of arrows ai 
pointing to the mouth will be denoted by q(w), the number of arrows ai 
pointing to infinity will be denoted by p(w), and (p(o), q(o)) is called the 
type of 0. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let T be a tube. All circuits of T have the same type 
(p, q), and q is the number of ray classes and p is the number of coray 
classes of T. 
The common type (p, q) of all circuits of Twill also be called the type of 
T. 
The proof of these two propositions will be given in Section 1.6. Now let T 
be a tube. 
1.3. We may identify the underlying topological space 
(T( = s’ x fk + of T with the subset ((r, s) E D* lr’ + sz > 11 of the real 
plane, thus the underlying space 1~1 of a circuit u is a Jordan curve, and 
therefore divides (TI into an interior and an exterior part. The translation 
subquiver of T with underlying space being the closure of the interior part 
will be denoted by U, the translation subquiver of T with underlying space 
being the closure of the exterior part will be denoted by T(o). Note that 0 is 
a finite quiver, but not necessarily connected, whereas T(w) is infinite and 
connected. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let T be a tube. If w is a circuit. then T(w) is again a 
tube. Also, there exists a unique circuit oO such that any other circuit is 
contained in T(w,). 
The unique circuit w,, given by the proposition will be called the circuit 
next to the mouth. 
Proof of Proposition 3. A circuit w of the tube T cannot be contractible 
since otherwise d would be a simply connected translation quiver with a 
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circuit, contrary to Proposition 1.6 of 12 I. Thus, using the identification of 
( Tl with {(r, s) E R2) Y* + s* > I}, we see that /o/ runs around the hole 
((r,s)ER21r2+s2 < I}, and therefore 1 T(w)1 again is homeomorphic to 
s’ x R,. 
Now, for a circuit w, let t(w) denote the number of triangles inside G, and 
choose a circuit o0 with r(o,,) being minimal. We show that any other circuit 
w is contained in T(w,). Let w # w0 be a circuit. Since I(w,) is minimal. VJ 
cannot be inside Go. Now assume u is not contained in T(w,). Then LL) runs 
both through vertices not in cGO and through vertices not in T(tu,), and 
therefore, w and w0 intersect. Choose x0 lying both on w and w0 and being 
the starting point of an arrow a ,,: X, +x, in w with x, not in T(tu,). The 
circuit o now has the form w = {cz, ,..., a,I} with a;: xi_, + xi, and we choose 
j > 2 minimal with x,~ again belonging both to w and LU,, . Now, there is a 
path from xi to x,, in w(,, say 
with pairwise different yi. Since also no xi with 0 < i <j belongs to w,,, we 
see that w’ = (a, ,..., aj,/3, ,..., p,.) is a circuit, and w’ is properly contained in 
tie, contrary to the choice of oo. This shows that w is contained in r((o,,). 
On the other hand, using the fact that w is not contractible, we see that w,) is 
contained in ti, thus not in T(m). This shows the unicity of w,,. 
1.4. Let us construct a special class of tubes which are both of 
interest in representation theory and also will be used in order to deal with 
general tubes. To begin with, recall from [8] the definition of the translation 
quiver ZQ for a given quiver Q. The set (ZQ)o of vertices is given by 
I x Q,; for any arrow CL: x ---t ~1, i E L, there are two arrows 
(i.0) 
(6 x) - CC Y> and (i. y > - (i.n-) (i + 1,x); 
and there are the extensions (i, .x)-L (i + 1, x) for all i E Z, x E Q,. In 
particular, we will consider ZAz~, where A g, is the quiver 
with Z being the set of vertices, and with arrows i + i + 1 for all i E J. Then 
the set of vertices Z/AZ is given by Z’, and the underlying topological space 
of ZAz is of the form R2. Note that any pair (a, b) of integers induces a 
translation of ZAZ, defined on the vertices by (i, x) t-1 (i + a, x + b). 
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Let IC be a (finite) generalized path in ZAz), starting from (i, x) and ending 
in (j, y) = (i + a,y + b), and we assume that rt is not constant, thus 
(a, b) # (0,O). Let g be the translation of ZAz given by (a, 6). We denote by 
75 the infinite generalized path given by the arrows and extensions which are 
images under the translations g’ (z E Z) of the arrows and extensions in 71. 
Now 75 divides WZ = ( ZXz ( into two connected components, both being 
homeomorphic to open half-planes, and we denote by F(Z) the translation 
subquiver of Mz with underlying topological space being the closure of the 
open half-plane containing the vertex (i - 1, x + 2). In particular, the 
boundary of 1 F(~L)I is given by In’\. Note that g defines an automorphism of 
F(Z), and the quotient of F(X) with respect to the action of g will be denoted 
by T(Z) = ?-(x)/g. Obviously, T(n) is a tube and the mouth of T(Z) is given 
by Z/g. A closed fundamental domain in / f(n)1 is given by the elements 
(r, S) E IF,* which belong to ( ?I and satisfy 2i + x < 2r + s < 2j + y. 
As an example, consider the generalized path rt = ((-2, l), (-1, 0). 
C-1, I), (0, I), (0,2), (1, 11, (LO), (3, -11, (3,0), (4,O)). Here, 
(a, b) = (6, -I), the fundamental domain considered above looks as follows: 
We will characterize the tubes of the form T(Z) in several ways. We will 
say that the mouth of a tube is oriented, in case it is given by a generalized 
circuit. 
PROPOSITION 4. The following conditions are equivalent for a tube T. 
(i) T is of the form T(n), for some generalized path 7~ in ZPZ,. 
(ii) The mouth of T is oriented. 
(iii) Zf x is injective, then 1.x’ / = 1: ify is projective, then / y- ( = 1. 
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(iv) Any vertex belongs to a c~~c~jt. 
(v) There is no sink and no source. 
Proof of Proposition 4. (i) + (ii): This follows from the construction of 
T(n). 
(ii) 3 (i): Let x,, x, ,..., x,+, i be pairwise different vertices, and x,~ = x0, 
such that for any 0 < i < n, there is either an arrow xi --f xji, in the mouth or 
an extension xi-L xi+ i in the mouth. Choose g0 = (0.0) E Z/AZ, and define 
5Zi nductively, Namely, let Ji = (s, t) being defined. If xi I xi+ r belongs to 
the mouth, let Z$ + i = (s + 1, t). If there is an arrow xi -+ xi.+, and xji , is not 
projective, let 3Yi, i = (st t + 1). Otherwise, if there is an arrow xi ---) xi+ I with 
xi+, being projective, let Zi+ i = (s-i- I, I - I). In this way, we obtain a 
generalized path n = (ZQ,t Zi ,..., T,J in Z/AZ. We want to construct a covering 
map from F(z) to T. By construction, the number of triangles a vertex xi of 
the mouth of T beiongs to coincides with the number of triangles in F(z) to 
which the vertex Zi belongs. (Suppose first n > 2; then this number is 1 for xi 
projective-injective. It is 2, in case xi-, l.. xi is an extension in the mouth and 
xi is injective, and also in the dual case. It is 3, in case xi-i Ix, and 
xiXx,, I both belong to the mouth, in case xi-r and xi, both are injective, 
and in case xi, xi+ r , both are projective. It is 4, in case xi- i 7. xi belongs to 
the mouth, xiii is projective and in the dual case. Finally, it is 5, in case 
xi-r is injective and xi+ I projective. If it < 2, then a similar result follows 
more easiiy.) Of course, a vertex in the interior both of T as well as of T(X) 
belongs to precisely 6 triangles if n > 2, and to 6 or 4 triangles otherwise. 
This shows that the map Zj k--t xi extends in a unique way to a simplicial 
map from F(E) to r, and obviously this gives a covering map of translation 
quivers. In this way, we define an isomorphism from 7’(n) = i?;(n)/g onto T. 
(ii) -j (iii): If x is injective, and ~+i =# .I’~ belong to x * ) then both arrows 
s -+ .I’$, x -+ ~7~ belong to the mouth, thus the mouth is not oriented. 
(iii) + (ii): If the mouth contains an arrow, say a: x--,.Y, let x,, = x, 
x, =y. Otherwise, there exists an extension on the mouth? and we iabel it 
x0 XX,. Now assume, we have constructed a sequence x0, x, ),.,? xi of vertices 
on the mouth such that for any 0 < i <j, there is either an arrow xi --f xi- , or 
an extension xi I xi+ i in the mouth. If x,~ is injective, let xi -+ xji , be the 
unique arrow starting at x,~. If xi is not injective, and IX,’ j == 1, let 
“jt I = ‘-xi. Finally, assume xj is not injective, and there are arrows xi -+ J: 
xi -+ ~7' with y f y’. If neither y nor y’ would be projective, then “Y,; contains 
the two different vertices r~l and ry’, thus xj cannot be projective: however. 
this contradicts the fact that xj iies on the mouth. Thus one of J’, 4”. say I’. is 
projective. In this case, Iet xj+, =y. In this way, we obtain an infinite 
~enerali~ed path (x0, x1, x2 ,..,) consisting of arrows and extensions on the 
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mouth, and since the mouth is homeomorphic to S’, there is some n with 
x,=x0. 
(i) 3 (iv): We use the notation used in the construction of T(X). Any 
path in F;(Z) starting from a vertex of the form (s, t) with s 6 i, 
t = x + 2i - 2s, and ending in (s + a, t + b) gives rise to a circuit in T(X). 
using the projection F(Z) + T(n). Let n= (u,, U, ,..., u,). In general, this is a 
generalized path, and not a path. In order to replace it by a path 71’. we 
insert, for every extension ui 1 ui+ , a new vertex U; = ui + (0, 1) between ui 
and ui+, . Let n’ = (u”, v, ,..., o,,). Then any vertex of T(Z) is the image of a 
vertex of the form vi + (-n, 2n), for some n > 0, and therefore belongs to the 
circuit obtained in the following way: we consider the path obtained from rr’ 
by using the translation by (-n, 2nj, and then use the projection 
F(X) + T(Z). This finishes the proof of the implication (i) => (iv). 
Since (iv) * (v) is trivial, it remains to show the implication (v) 3 (ii). Let 
w,, be the circuit next to the mouth, say w0 = (IX, . . . . . CZ,~} with cli: xi-, --f xi. 
Assume there exists some arrow fi: 4’ --) xi inside Go with 4’ # xi , . We claim 
that y does not belong to w,, and that there is no path from any .yi to J. For 
otherwise take a path y from xi to y of smallest possible length (with ;’ being 
of length zero in case y E o,,). Since .V is in WC,, the whole path is inside O,,. 
Let a be the path from xi to xi inside LU,,. Thus, we obtain a circuit Q by 
using first y, then /?, then o, and o is contained inside Go, and w # w(,. This 
contradicts Proposition 3. As a consequence, any path ending in 4’ runs only 
through the finitely many vertices which belong to W0 and not to CL){,. Also. 
the vertices of such a path must be pairwise different since otherwise we 
would obtain a circuit which does not belong to T(w,). Thus there are only 
finitely many paths ending in y, and therefore, there exists a source, contrary 
to assumption (v). Similarly, the existence of an arrow p’: xi ‘~1’ inside Go 
with y’ # xi+, implies the existence of a sink. again in contrast to (v). As a 
consequence, the only triangles contained in tiO are of the form 
(Xi-lt*~i~Xi+I), d an m case such a triangle exist, the extension xi-, IX,, , 
belongs to the mouth. Thus, deleting from o0 those vertices xi. for which the 
triangle (xi ,, xi, xi+,) exists and belongs to 0”. we obtain a generalized 
circuit, and this generalized circuit is the mouth of T. Thus the mouth of T is 
oriented. This finishes the proof of Proposition 4. 
1.5. Tubes which satisfy the equivalent conditions of Proposition 4 
are said to be reduced. Note that there is a reduction procedure for obtaining 
from a tube a reduced tube in a finite number of steps, namely, in each step 
one deletes a sink or a source. In fact, there is the following corollary to 
Proposition 4. 
COROLLARY. Let T be a tube with o, being the circuit next to the mouth. 
Deleting from T successively sinks and sources, one obtains after a finite 
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number of steps the fill translation subquiver T’ of T defined by the vertices 
of T(4. 
Note that T(w,) may be a proper translation subquiver of Tr. namely, 
T(w,) is obtained from Tr by deleting all extensions belonging to its mouth. 
ProoJ Deleting a sink or a source of the tube T, the full translation 
subquiver Tr of T remains untouched, thus the procedure of deleting sinks 
and sources has to stop after a finite number of steps since at most those 
vertices which belong to Go and not to cc),, itself may be deleted. Thus, after a 
finite number of steps we reach a full translation subquiver T” of T which 
contains Tr and which does not have a sink or a source. But then T” is a 
tube and the mouth of T” is a generalized circuit, according to Proposition 
4, thus there exists a circuit w in T” which contains all vertices of its mouth. 
It follows that w = o, and therefore T” = T’. 
1.6. Proof of Propositions 1 and 2. First, consider a reduced tube 
T= T(z) with 7~ being a generalized path in ZA$, and denote by 
e: F(Z) + T(z) the canonical projection and by d a direction function for 
T(z). Then d 0 e: ?-(x)~ + { f 1 } is a function satisfying conditions (1) and (2) 
of 1.2, thus d 0 e takes a fixed value on the arrows of the form 
(i, a): (i, x) + (i, x + l), and the other value on the arrows of the form 
(i. a*): (i, x) -+ (i + 1, x - 1). Let (i, x) be the starting point of II. Consider 
first the case where the endpoint of rt is of the form (i, x + b) for some b 3 I. 
In this case the vertices yi = e(i -j, x +j) for j > 0 are pairwise different, 
there are arrows 
and all have the same direction. It follows from Condition (3 “) that d takes 
the value -1 on these arrows, thus de(i, a) = 1, de(i, a*) = -1 for all i, a. In 
case the endpoint of 7c is not of the form (i, x + 6) for any b, the vertices 
.yj = e(i, x +j) for j > 0 are pairwise different and there are arrows 
all of which have the same direction. Condition (3) implies that d takes the 
value 1 on these arrows, thus again de(i, a) = 1, de(i, a*) = -1 for all i, a. 
This shows that there is at most one direction function on T. Conversely, it 
is obvious that the function d’: f(x), + (iI} given by d’(i. a) = 1. 
d’(i, a*) = -1 induces a direction function on T(x). 
If T is a general tube, consider the circuit w0 next to the mouth and use 
induction on the number n of vertices belonging to W0 and not to wO. If 
IZ = 0, then T is reduced. Otherwise, there exists a vertex x which is a sink or 
a source. First, assume there exists a source x with x + containing a single 
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element y, say with arrow CI: x-ty. Then Al and xl r-x belong to the mouth 
of r, thus 0-a cannot belong to the mouth, and therefore the full translation 
quiver Q of T obtained by deleting the vertex x is a tube, with n decreased by 
1. By induction, there is a unique direction function d on Q, and d has a 
unique extension to T, namely, d(a) =T -d(a-a). Next, assume there exists a 
source x with z’-x not belonging to the mouth. In this case, there exist two 
different arrows a: x--f y, CI’: x -+ y’ starting at s. Again, the full transiation 
quiver Q of T obtained by deleting x is a tube. with IZ decreased by 1, and we 
extend the direction function d of Q by setting d(a) = -d(u - a), 
d(a’) = -d(a-a’). In case there exists a sink z with either z - containing a 
single element or with zz not belonging to the mouth, we proceed dually. 
Thus assume, for every source X, the set x + contains two elements and r x 
belongs to the mouth, and for every sink z. the set z- contains two elements 
and tz belongs to the mouth. Given any extension sl- z not belonging to the 
mouth, with x, z both belonging to the mouth, x-L z divides 1 Tj into two 
parts, and we denote by x I z the closure of the bounded part. Now choose ---. 
an extension xlz with x a source or z a sink such that xlz contains a 
minimal number of triangles. We consider the case of x a source (the other 
case being dual), By assumption, Y ’ contains two different elements r rl, 2-L 
say with arrows M: x + 4’ and CT’: x 3~‘. Now one of .I’& belongs to xl z, 
say .v, and assume JY is not injective. Considering a maximal path starting .-_-. 
with s-a: r-x-+ s-p, we obtain a sink z’ inside xl-z. By assumption. rz’ 
belongs to the mouth and (z’) contains two elements, thus we may consider --- --- 
again x’ I z’ . However, s’ 1 z’ is a proper subset of .ul z, thus __--.... 
contradicting the minimality of .Y I L”. This shows that J’ is injective. Now 
consider the full transIation subquiver Q of jY obtained by deleting x and r. 
Since a, a’, a-a belong to the mouth, u u’ does not belong to the mouth, 
thus Q is a tube, and n is now reduced by 2. The unique direction function d 
of Q is extended to T by setting d(a) = -d(a’) = -d(o a) = d(cr a’). This 
finishes the proof of Proposition 1. 
For the proof of Proposition 2, we may assume T to be reduced. thus 
7’== T(z) for some generalized path x in Y4?‘: . We may assume that (0,O) is 
the starting point, and (a, b) the endpoint of n. Now, a is the number of ray 
classes, whereas c1 + b is the number of coray classes. Also, any circuit of 
r(n) lifts to a path in F(z) starting from a vertex of the form (s, t) with .s < 0 
and t = -2s and ending in (s + a, f -+ b). Thus, it involves a arrows of the 
form (j. a*), and a + b arrows of the form (j, a}. This finishes the proof of 
Proposition 2. 
1.7. We want to characterize a rather small class of tubes which 
occur frequently in the representation theory of tame algebras. Recall that 
A,= denotes the quiver 
3-o.--0 . . . o---+0 *.. . 
” I 7 I it1 
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For Y > 1, the shift map (i, x) H (i + r, x) of Z’A, will be denoted by r. Also 
recall that a vertex x of a translation quiver is called periodic provided 
s’x=x for some t>, 1. 
LEMMA. The following conditions are equivalent for a tube T: 
(i) T is of the form 2%,/r for some r > 1. 
(ii) The mouth of T contains only extensions. 
(iii) There are no projective or injective vertices. 
(iv) All vertices are periodic. 
A tube T satisfying these properties will be called smooth, and r(T) will 
denote the (uniquely determined) number r in condition (i). 
ProoJ Clearly (i) implies both (ii) and (iv). Also, there are the obvious 
implications (ii) a (iii) and (iv) 3 (iii). If T satisfies (iii), then Proposition 4 
shows that T = T(Z) for some generalized path 71 in ZAz. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that rr has the starting point (0,O). Let (r. s) be 
its endpoint. Since T(Z) has no projective or injective vertex, it follows that 
s = 0 and that all the extensions (i, 0) -L (i + 1,0) with 0 < i < r - 1 belong 
to 7~. Thus T is of the form ZAJr. This finishes the proof. 
Note that in fact it has been shown in [5 1 that any translation quiver with 
a length function (in the sense of 3.1) and with all vertices being periodic is a 
smooth tube. 
1.8. Let T be an arbitrary tube. A ray [z, co) will be called regular 
provided z is not projective, tz I z belongs to the mouth, and both z and rz 
belong to the reduced tube T’. Dually, the coray (co, X] is said to be regular 
provided x is not injective, x I r-x belongs to the mouth, and both x, r-x 
belong to T’. (Note that we may weaken the conditions: if rz I z belongs to 
the mouth, rz is in T’, and [z, co) exists, then also z belongs to T’. Namely. 
no z(i), i E N,, can be projective since otherwise we would obtain a hole 
between the rays [z, co), [rz(l), co). and the arrow sz(l)+ z. which is 
impossible, since, by assumption, rz lz belongs to the mouth. This shows 
that ?(z(i)) = (tz)(i), for all i E N,. Now, given a circuit going through rz, it 
will go along [rz, co) up to some zz(i), then to z(i - 1) and further. We 
obtain a different circuit by going rz + 7z(l) + z and then along [z, co) to 
z(i - 1) and further.) 
Thus, regular rays and regular corays always come in pairs: Given an 
extension xl z in the mouth, with both x, z belonging to T’, there are 
attached the regular ray [z, co) and the regular coray (co, x]. Therefore, the 
number of regular rays coincides with the number of regular corays (and 
also with the number of extensions xlz belonging to the mouth, with X, z 
both in T’), and this number will be called the rank r(T) of T. Let 13 be the 
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circuit next to the mouth. Then r(T) is the number of paths of the form 
x+~ y -+’ z contained in w, with x1z belonging to the mouth. Obviously, 
for such a path x +a JJ+O z, the arrow a points to infinity, whereas the arrow 
p points to the mouth. This shows that always r(T) <p(T), r(T) < q(T), and 
that r(T) =p(T) = q(T) if and only if T is a smooth tube. 
The vertices which belong both to a regular ray as well as to a regular 
coray are called regular vertices. Clearly, a tube is smooth if and only if all 
its vertices are regular. Given a regular vertex x, belonging to the regular ray 
[u, co) and to the regular coray (co, WI, say x = v(n) = w(-m), for some n, 
m E k,, then the following two properties are equivalent: 
(i) no v(i), 0 < i < IZ, belongs to a regular coray. 
(ii) no w(-j), 0 <j < m, belongs to a regular ray. 
If these equivalent conditions are satisfied, then x is called a simple regular 
vertex. 
1.9. We are interested in tubes since some components of the 
Auslander-Reiten species of artin algebras are tubes. Recall that for an artin 
algebra A, its Auslander-Reiten species T(A) is given as follows: the vertices 
of T(A) are given by the set To of isomorphism classes [XI of indecom- 
posable modules X, and we denote by F(X) the factor ring of End(X) 
modulo its radical. For X, Y indecomposable modules, let Irr(X, Y) be the 
bimodule of irreducible maps (see [ lo]), it is an F(X) - F(Y)-bimodule (note 
that we always consider left modules and homomorphisms are assumed to 
operate on the opposite side as the scalars, thus the composition of maps 
f: X + Y, g: Y + Z is given by fg). The underlying quiver of T(A) is given by 
(r,,, r,) with arrows IX\+ 1 YI provided Irr(X, Y) f 0. It becomes a trans 
lation quiver by defining ~(1x1) = [D Tr X 1, for X indecomposable and not 
projective, with D Tr denoting the Auslander-Reiten translation “dual of 
transpose.” A connected component of the Auslander-Reiten species of A 
will be called a component of A. 
DEFINITION. A component of an artin algebra is called a tube provided 
its underlying translation quiver is a tube and for any arrow [Xl + I Y ] in the 
component, the F(X) - F(Y)-bimodule Irr(X, Y) is of length one both as an 
End(X)-module as well as an End(Y)-module. 
In case the underlying translation quiver of a component is a tube T, it 
will be convenient to denote this component just by T, and to denote a fixed 
representative of a vertex x of T by M, and a fixed representative of an 
arrow a of T by f,. (In this way, we obtain a representation 
‘KY= P.YLfJ~.,o,nEI, of the quiver (T,, T,). Note that (M,,f,) may not 
satisfy any commutativity relation!) 
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A representation .LY= (M,,f,) of a translation quiver will be called exact, 
provided the following sequence 
is exact for every extension x 1 z. (For (x: x +y, we also denote f, by j”,,.) 
Note that in case .H is an exact representation of a tube T, for x’ consisting 
of a single vertex y and z = r x, there is the exact sequence 
f O-M,*M,----t fK M: + 0, (1:) 
whereas, for xi consisting of the two vertices y, 4” and z = r -x, there is the 
commuting diagram 
and this diagram is Cartesian (it is both a pushout and a pullback diagram). 
Sometimes, it will be more convenient to consider commutative represen 
tations instead of exact representations: here we require that, for x- 
consisting of a single vertex y and z = r--x, the sequence (*) is exact, and 
that, for xt consisting of the two vertices y. ~9’ and z = t- x. the diagram 
is Cartesian. 
For any tame hereditary algebra A, the regular A-modules form an abelian 
category .~P which is the product of serial hereditary categories .R,, all with 
only finitely many simple objects [4, 91. The indecomposable A-modules 
belonging to a fixed C 8t form a single component which is a smooth tube T,, 
and r(T,) is the number of simple regular objects in ,2?(. More generally, let 
B be a tame concealed algebra. By definition, B = End(,M) for a prepro- 
jective tilting module AM with A being a tame hereditary algebra [6, 7). Then 
the category of B-modules contains a full subcategory which is equivalent to 
the category .Q of regular A-modules and which is closed under irreducible 
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maps; the B-modules contained in this subcategory again will be called 
regular, and it follows that the indecomposable regular B-modules form 
components which are smooth tubes. 
Also, it has been observed by Biinermann [3 1 that for any one-parameter 
partially ordered set S, all components of the Auslander-Reiten species of S 
but two are tubes. 
1.10. Finally, let us mention some examples of components which 
have some features in common with tubes. but without being tubes. 
(a) Let A, be the path algebra of a quiver of type Al,) with n > 1, and 
with at least one sink. The underlying topological space of the preprojective 
component of A, is homeomorphic to S’ X IR I, but it does not contain an 
oriented cycle. Thus it is not a tube. 
(b) Let A, be the path algebra of the quiver 
with pa = 0, YE = 0. The component containing the representation with 
dimension vector 
is depicted in [ 11, p. 271 1. Again, the underlying topological space is 
homeomorphic to S’ x rF? + , and it does not contain an oriented cycle. 
(c) Of course, many examples of components containing oriented 
cycles, but without being of the form S’ x m + , are known; for example. the 
Auslander-Reiten quiver of k(XJ/(X”) with n > 2. 
2. SIMPLE TUBULAR EXTENSIONS 
2.1. Let T be a tube. A vertex v in T will be called a ray vertex 
provided it satisfies the following two properties: 
(1) There exists the ray Iv, co). 
(2) If v(i) + w is an arrow in T pointing to the mouth, then i > 1, and 
the extension u(i - 1) -L w exists. 
Let z’ be a ray vertex in the tube T and n E N 1. We are going to define a 
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tube T[u, n] obtained from T by inserting rays. The set r[v, n], of vertices is 
obtained from TO by adding additional vertices of the form (t, i), with 
1 Q t < n and i > 1 - t. The set T[v, n], of arrows is obtained from 7’, by 
replacing any arrow of the form v(i) + w pointing to the mouth by an arrow 
(1, i) + w, and adding additional arrows 
u(i) --f (n, i) for i>O, 
(t, i) + (t - 1, i) for 2 <t < n and i > 1 -t, 
(t, i) --t (4 i + 1) for l<t<n and i> l-t. 
Finally, the set T[v, nJz of extensions is obtained from T, by replacing any 
extension of the form u(i) I z by an extension (1, i) I z and adding additional 
extensions: 
u(i) I (n, i + 1) for i > 0, 
(t, i) -L (t - 1, i + 1) for 2,<t,<n and i>I-t. 
We sketch an example with n = 3: 
The dual process will be called insertion of corays. Given a tube T, a 
coray vertex in T is by definition a vertex u of T such that v* is a ray vertex 
in T”, and the n-fold coray insertion determined by the coray vertex z’ is 
given by (T*[v*, n])*. 
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2.2. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra. If X. Y are indecom- 
posable A-modules with 1x1, [Y\ belonging to a component of A which is a 
tube, and f: X-+ Y is an irreducible map, then we will say thatfpoints to the 
mouth or to infinity, provided the arrow IX] + [Y\ in T has the 
corresponding property. Let V be a (finite-dimensional) A-module with 
endomorphism ring D being a division ring. Assume the component of A 
containing L’ = [VI is a tube T, and that the ray I@, CO) exists. Choose 
indecomposable moduies V(i) with [V(i)\ = c(i). Then Y is called a F~.I 
module provided the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) If V=X,,-tX,+*.+X, is a chain of irreducible maps and 
indecomposable modules and one of the maps points to the mouth, then the 
composition is zero. 
(2) The vectorspaces ,,Hom(V. V(i)) are one-dimensional for i E \‘L,,. 
We also will introduce the duai notion of a coray module. Again assume 
that W is an A-module with End(W) = D, a division ring, such that MI = [ WI 
belongs to a tube T, and such that the coray (co. \vI exists. We choose 
indecomposable modules W(-i) with 1 W(G) 1 = w(-i), i E ih,,. Then W is a 
roray nodule, provided: 
l*) If X-),+X--n+,-+ .** ‘X, 3 X,, = W is a chain of irreducible 
maps and indecomposable modules and one of the maps points to infinity, 
then the composition is zero. 
(2”) The vectorspaces Hom(W(-i), W),, are one-dimensional for 
i E i”\. iII 
Note that for all the resuhs concerning ray modules we will prove, there 
also is a dual version concerning coray modules, but we will not state the 
dual results explicitly. 
EXAMPLES. If A is a tame concealed algebra, and I/ is an A-module, then 
Y is a ray module if and only if V is simple regular, if and only if V is a 
coray module. 
We obtain a component which is a smooth tube T with two vertices 
L’= IV], and IV== [WI on the mouth such that V is both a ray module and a 
coray module, and U’ is neither a ray module nor a coray module by 
considering the following algebra A: Let A be given by the quiver 
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with the relation ap = 0, and let T be the tube containing the indecomposable 
modules V, W of dimension type 
00 1 1 
1 and 1 . 
0 2 
(Namely, a/3 = 0 is a splitting zero relation [ 11 1, thus we consider besides A 
also the path algebra B of the quiver 
l/ 
A a0 0 a’ 
of type d,. The Auslander-Reiten quiver of A is obtained from that of B by 
identifying the vertices corresponding to the two simple modules S(a) and 
s(a’l.1 
Given a ray module V, we always will choose irreducible maps 
ai: V(i - 1) --) V(i) for i E IN,, and define pui = a1 . . . a;: V- V(i), ,uuo = 1. 
PROPOSITION. Let ,, V be a rav module belonging to the tube ‘T. Then 
,ui : V + V(i) is a nonzero map, thus a generator of the one-dimensional 
vector space EndC,,j Hom(V, V(i)), for all i E k,. Zf W is an indecomposable 
A-module also belonging to T, but not isomorphic to any V(i). with i E h,,. 
then Hom(V, W) = 0. 
The proof of this proposition will be given in Section 2.5. 
COROLLARY. If V is a ray module belonging to the tube T. then 1 VI is a 
rav vertex in T. 
Proof: Let W be indecomposable, and ,B: V(i) + W an irreducible map 
pointing to the mouth. Then i > 1, according to property (1) of a ray 
module. Again using this property, we see that pi/? = 0. Now W cannot be 
projective since otherwise /3 is a monomorphism; thus pi = 0 contrary to the 
proposition. Denote by [PI the arrow [V(i)] --t [WI in T. Since W is not 
projective, there exists the vertex r[ W], with an arrow al/j)]: r/W] --) 1 V(i)] 
pointing to infinity. Thus r1 W] = [ V(i - I)]. This finishes the proof. 
2.3. Given a ring A and ,.,V an A-module with endomorphism ring 
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D and it E lh,, let A[ V, n 
following form: 
be the ring of (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrices of the 
D D . . . D 
with the usual addition and multiplication (using the bimodule structure 
4 V,)). Note that any A-module also can be considered as an A 1 V, n J-module. 
We will use a rather convenient way for describing the A 1 V, n I-modules. 
Namely, any A [ V, n l-module is given by the following data (M. Ii,, o,), ~ ~, ,/, 
with M being a left A-module, U, a left D-module for 1 < f < n, 
~l:AVDOnU,+ ,4M an A-linear map, and the remaining cp,: CT, , --f U, 
being D-linear; conversely, these data always determine an A [ V. n I-module 
which may be written in a suggestive way as a set of column vectors, 
namely, 
Of course, the A 1 V, n)-modules which are in fact A-modules are those of the 
form (,M, 0, 0), and we will just write ,M instead of (,M, 0,O). Given two 
A ( V, n]-modules (M, U,, cp,) and (M’, U,!. cp;), an A [ V. n I-linear map 
(M, U,,o,)+ (M’, U;,CQ~) is oftheform (S,U,),<,%~, withf: ,M+ ,M’ being 
A-linear, and all u,: U, + U: being D-linear, such that cp, f = (1, @ u,) vi and 
cplul = u,- 1 fp; for all 2 < t < n. 
THEOREM. Let A be a finite-dimensional algebra with a component T 
which is a tube, and let ,I V be a ray module blith 1’ = [ VJ belonging to T. 
Then the component of A I V, n 1 containing ( VI is of the form TI c, n I. 
In fact, let us exhibit representatives for the vertices of Tic, n I. For any 
vertex x which actually belongs to T,, we have to take the corresponding A- 
module M,. For i > 0, let M ,,,%,) = V(i) = (V(i), D . . . . . D: ,u,. l,..., 1 ), where as 
before CL;: V(i- l)+ V(i) is a fixed irreducible map and pi = L[, ... ui: 
V+ V(i), ,u” = 1. Let J = (0, D ,..., D, cp,), with (o, = 0 and o, = 1 for I > 2: 
and let M,,, ij be the unique submodule of J of length i + n. with 
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1 - n < i <- 1. Then 1%4(,,~, = MCn,i,/MCn,pl, for 1 < t < n - 1 and i > 1 - t. 
Note that for i > 0, MC,,i, = (V(i), D, 0 ,..., 0; pi, 0, +a. , 0). 
The proof of the theorem will be given in Section 2.8. 
If AV is a ray module, then A 1 V. n] will be called a simple tubular 
extension of A. The dual construction will be called a cosimple tubular 
extension: here, we start with a coray module , W, with End(,, W) == D, and 
form the ring 
AlW,n)*= 
i n- 1, 
with W* being the D - A-bimodule dual to W. 
2.4. Let us start with the proof of Proposition 2.2 by showing the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA. Let V be a ray module with D = End V. Then pi # 0, thus pui s 
a generator for the one-dimensional D-space ,)Hom( V, V(i)), for all i E FJ (, . 
.4Iso, if 7: W-1 V(i) is an irreducible map pointing to the mouth and 
6: V --) W an arbitrary map, then 6y = 0. 
Proof: By induction on i. Let i = 0. By definition ,u, # 0, and if 7: W + V 
is irreducible and 6: V-t W arbitrary, then 6~ = 0 since otherwise 
6y E End(V) = D would be invertible and therefore 7 would be a split 
epimorphism. 
Now assume i > 0. First, assume that ,u; = 0. Then V(i) cannot be 
projective since otherwise ai is a monomorphism and thus ,u~, = 0, contrary 
to the induction hypotheses. Let 
Cd) 
O---1 Y% V(i- l)@Z-, V(i) - 0 
be the Auslander-Reiten sequence ending in V(i) with Z indecomposable or 
zero. Note that v, is an irreducible map pointing to the mouth. Factorizing 
the map (,u_ , , 0): V-, V(i - 1) @ Z through the kernel of (;I), we obtain 
6: V-t Y such that 6y, = ,u~ , (and 6y = 0). However. by induction 
hypothesis, we have on the one hand 6u, = 0 since ~7: Y--t V(i - 1) is 
irreducible and points to the mouth, and ,u-, # 0 on the other hand. 
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Next, assume y: W-t V(i) is an irreducible map pointing to the mouth, 
and 6: V-t IV is arbitrary. By induction, pj generates the one~dimensional D- 
vectorspace ,>Hom( V, V(i)); thus there is F & D = End(V) with &pi = 5~. If 
V(i) is projective, both y and oi are inclusions of direct summands with zero 
intersection; thus (cpi- ,)ai = 6y implies 6 = 0. We can then assume that V(i) 
is not projective. Thus there is an Auslander-Reiten sequence of the form 
Factorizing (t;ui-, , -6) through the kernel of (;I), we obtain q: V-t Y such 
that vp = s,u_, (and vv = -6). Now p is an irreducible map pointing to the 
mouth; then by induction, 11~~ = 0. Since by induction .uim, is a generator of 
the one-dimensional D-space ,$-Iom(V, Y(i - I)), we conclude that f-: = 0; 
thus 6y = 0. 
This finishes the proof. 
2.5. Before we continue to consider the second assertion of 
Proposition 2.2, let us introduce a simply connected translation quiver T 
(depending on T and c), and a certain exact representation. d of -E Both f 
and X will also be used in the proof of Theorem 2.3. Recall that a represen- 
tation (M,X,f,) of a translation quiver d is called exact provided for every 
extension xlz; the sequence 
is exact (for CI: x + J, we also denote the map f, by f,?). It is clear that an 
exact sequence (:I) with all maps .fyV,fVZ (~1 E x ‘) being irreducible is an 
Auslander-Reiten sequence. Also, given a translation quiver d, let .i,(d) 
denote the set of all vertices z of d. with i being a bound for the length of all 
paths ending in .Y. Thus, .i,(d) is the set of sources of A. and ir belongs to 
.‘/;(A) iff z is contained in .ii ,(A). 
Given a vertex c’ of a tube 7; which belongs to the mouth and such that 
the ray [z’, co) exists, let us define T (it is something like a fundamental 
domain in the universal covering [ 2 1 of T). Namely, 7 is obtained from T by 
first deleting from T ail vertices of the form z(i) with i E !?a(, and all arrows 
and extensions involving such vertices; we then insert new vertices t‘(i) and 
U(i), and arrows u(i) + L’ (i + l), V(i) --t V(i + I), for i E F$(,. For every old 
arrow c(i) -+ x pointing to the mouth, we insert a new arrow t(i) -+ X: for 
every old arrow z -b u(i) pointing to the mouth, we insert an arrow z---t C(i). 
If there is an old arrow w--t v(O) pointing to infinity. we insert a new arrow 
IV+ L;(O). Also, an old extension t’(i)Xy gives rise to an extension g(i)Xy. 
and old extension ~1 v(i) to an extension ~1 F(i). Thus, T is obtained from 
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T by cutting T along the ray [v. co). Obviously, for any vertex x E T,, the 
length of all paths ending in x is bounded; thus T, = lJi, R,,, .Vi(?). Also note 
that g(i) E .Yi(7’>\Si_,(T). 
We are going to define an exact representation / = (M,Y ,f,) of T in the 
category of A-modules which furnishes a complete picture of the component 
of A given by T. This will be done by induction on i. 
For x E .5$(T), with x # E, V choose any M, with [M,J = x, and note that 
there are no arrows ending in x; for x = U, we choose M, = I’. Also, if 
x = C E .Y,,(r), choose A4* = I? Now let i > 1, and assume that for any 
x E .‘Y- ,(T) and any arrow a:~ + x, an indecomposable module M.,. with 
[M, ) = x and an 
z E ‘Pi(T)\. Yip,(T). If 
irreducible map f, =f,,X are defined and let 
z = t’(i), let JV,,~, = V(i), and fi(iP,)l,Ci, = ni. Next 
assume z is a projective vertex different from g(i), thus z is not of the form 
g(j) for any j. If z # r?(j) for any j, then z also is a projective vertex when 
considered as vertex of T; thus an indecomposable module M, with /MI 1 = z 
is projective. If z = G(j), then we choose M, = V(j), and so again Mz is 
indecomposable projective. Always, for 4’ E z- , there is given an indecom- 
posable module with [M, 1 =J and rad Mz z OYEzmMY, thus letf,; : M,. + M; 
be the corresponding map. Finally, in case z is not projective, let x = rz. 
There are given indecomposable modules M, with [ M,y] = .\I and My with 
IM, 1 = 4’ and irreducible maps fr, : M,y + M,. , where J’ E z = x * . (In case 
x = g(j), then the condition should mean that (M, 1 = z>(j), and similarly for 
~1.) Thus, let A4: and all fVz be defined by the exact sequence (:g). Note that 
x # C(j) for all j. Since x is not an injective vertex of T, it cannot be injective 
when considered as vertex of T (or, if x =_c(j). then c(j) will not be an 
injective vertex); thus M, will not be injective. Also the number of arrows 
starting in x is the same both in T or in T (or, if x =c(j), the number of 
arrows starting in g(j) is the same as the number of arrows starting in c(j).) 
Thus, the map (fXV>,, : M, --f COY,,+ M,. is minimal left almost split, and thus 
the left-hand side of an Auslander-Rciten sequence. Therefore, M, is 
indecomposable, the mapsf,.; are irreducible, and [M,] = z (or = a(i) in case 
z = C(i)). This finishes the induction step. Altogether. we have constructed an 
exact representation H = (M,,f,) of r with [M,,,, J = [M,,,, ] = v(j), for all 
j, IM,] =x for the remaining x, and all f, being irreducible. 
End of the proof of Proposition 2.2. Let W be an indecomposable A- 
module belonging to T, and not of the form V(j) for any j E NC,. We have to 
show that Hom(V, W) = 0. Let ~1 = [WI; thus, by construction of 4, 
W z M,., where we now consider u’ as an element of T,,. Thus, we may 
assume W = M,,. The assertion will be shown by induction on i, where 
PV E ,?i(F)\.YiP,(?;). If i = 0, then either M? = g(O), but then M,,, z I’, contrary 
to the assumption, or else M,,. is a simple projective module, and not 
isomorphic to I’, thus Hom(V. M,,.) = 0. Now assume i > 1 and 
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Hom(V, M,) = 0 for any x E <Pi-,(F) with M, not isomorphic to any V(j). 
Let w E .%(T), with M’ JZ g(j), r?(j) for a11 j and consider any map 
g: V-4 M,,. By construction of .&‘, the map (JJ,: @,, t,‘ 44, -+ M,,. is right 
almost split, thus g = CYE,,.“” g,f,,,, for some maps g, : V -+ M,$. If MY is not 
of the form V(j) for any j, then gY = 0 since 4’ E X sCi , (I?). Thus assume that 
M, is of the form V(j) for somej. Then 4’ = p(j) (since -1’ = l’(j) is impossible 
because otherwise w = t’(j + l), contrary to our assumption). Also, the 
arrow JJ -V MI points to the mouth since otherwise we would have 
w = g(j + 1). However, any ci -P V(j) is a composition of irreducible maps, 
by the first part of the proposition; thus gJ,,.,,, is a composition of irreducible 
maps with one of them pointing to the mouth, and g,.f,,,,. = 0 by definition of 
a ray modufe. This finishes the proof. 
2.6. For the proof of Theorem 2.3 we will need some preliminary 
results which we are going to derive now. Up to the end of the section, we 
will assume that ., V is a ray module belonging to a tube T. First, let us 
determine some indecomposable injective A 1 V, n] - modules. (In fact, in this 
way, we obtain all ~ndccomposable injective A f V. n I-modules beionging to 
TiK nl). 
LEMMA. Let I be an indecomposable injective A-module belonging to T. 
lf I := V(i)for some i, then (V(i)* D. 0 ,..., 0; pi, 0 . . . . . 0) is an injective A 1 V, n I- 
module. IJ f is not of the form V(i)& any i, then I itself is also i~ject~ve as 
an A 1 V, n I-module. 
Proof. First, assume I= V(i), and consider any inclusion (f, II,): 
(V(i), D, 0 ,..., 0; pi, 0% O>-+ (JV, U,, 9,). Now f has to be a split 
monomorphism, since V(i) is injective, thus ,,,M - V(i) @ C with f being 
given by (1,O) and f@,:,V@U,-+ V(i)@C by (cJ,Q). Now 
5: ,4 V (3 U, + V(i) factors through pi, say CJ = (1 0 S),U~ for some 6: U, -+ D. 
and thus (~,~)~~~) = 0 = (1 @ S),U~ shows that (I$), 6, O,..., 0) is a 
homomorphism from (,JvZ, Ui!, q,) to (Y(i), D, 0 ,... 0; ,ui, 0 ,.,., 0). Also, 
(1 $J u,S)pj== (1 @ u,)(u,p)(ij= fi;(l,O)(A)=,~~, together with the fact that 
Horn{ V, V(i)) is a one-dimensional End(Y)-vectorspace generated by pui, 
shows that zq 6 = 1, Thus we have obtained a retraction for (f, u,). 
Now consider the case of f not being of the form Y(i) and let 
(jI u,): (I, 0 ,..., 0: 0 ,..., 0) -+ ($4, U,, qD,) be an inclusion. Similar to the 
previous case AM is now of the form f @ C with f being given by (1,O) and 
p, by (G, p). However, Proposition 2.2 states that Hom(V, I) = 0, thus c = 0, 
and therefore ((A), O,..., 0) is a retraction for (A fk(). 
2.7. Our next aim is to show that certain A IV, n]-modute 
homomorphisms are irreducible. We need the following preliminary result on 
A-modules: 
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LEMMA 1. Let C be an A-module, and assume that no direct summand 
of C is of the form V(j) with j < i. Then any homomorphism q: V + C factors 
through ,ui. 
ProoJ: By induction on j, with 0 <j < i, we show that q: V + C factors 
through pj. This is clear for j = 0. Assume we know q =,ujpj with 
vj: V(j) -+ C and 0 <j < i. Let (aj+ i, y): V(j) + V(j + 1) @ Y be a minimal 
left almost split map starting with V(j), and with Y either zero or indecom- 
posable. Since qj is not split mono, there exist v)~+, : V(j + 1) ~+ C and 
6: Y -+ C such that qj = aj+ , qjt, + ~6. Now pu,y = 0 since V is a ray module 
and either y = 0 or y is an irreducible map pointing to the mouth. Thus 
P=P,j(4j=Pjaj+1Yj+1 +PjYys=Pj+lcP,+I’ 
This finishes the proof. 
By V(i) we denote the A[ V, n]-module V(i) = (V(i), D ,..., D; pj, l..., 1), 
and by & : y(im + v(i) the A [V, n I-module homomorphism (ai, l,..., 1). 
LEMMA 2. For all i E N,, the A [V, n]-homomorphisms a, : V(i - 1) + 
V(i) and a,: V(i - 1) + V(i) are irreducible. 
Proof First consider the case of ai considered as an A( V, n )- 
homomorphism. Let (,M, U,, p,) be an A[ V, n]-module, with homo- 
morphisms (f, u,>: Vi - 1) + (,M, U,, P,) and (f, $1: (,$f, U,, pf> + V(i) 
such that (f, u,)(f, u;) = (a,, 0). Note that all the maps U, and u; are zero 
maps. Now ff’ = ai; thus f is split mono or f’ is split epi since ai is an 
irreducible A-homomorphism. If f’ is split epi, say d’ = l,,(i, for some g, 
then also (f ‘, u;) is split epi with coretraction (g, 0). Thus, consider the case 
where f' is not epi, therefore f is split mono. We can replace ,M by 
V(i- I)@ C, and f by (1,O); thus f’ is of the form (21) for some 
/?: C-1 V(i). Also q~, is of the form (r~,p) for some 0: V@ U, + V(i - 1), 
p: V@ U, + C. Since (f ‘, 0) is a homomorphism of A 1 V, n]-modules, 
o ,f’ = 0; thus oai + pp = 0. Consider the minimal right almost split A-map 
( :,I): V(i - 1) @ Y + V(i) ending in V(i) with either Y = 0 or else ‘J: I’+ V(i) 
being an irreducible map pointing to the mouth. Now p cannot be :split epi 
since otherwise f’ would be split epi. Thus p can be lifted to V(i - 1) 0 Y: 
there are maps p’: C--t V(i - 1), /3”: C-1 Y such that p = (J’, p”)( “,I) = 
/3’ai +p”y. Note that p/3”? = 0. Namely, either y = 0 or else we use 
Proposition 2.2: we deal with y, an irreducible map pointing to the mouth 
and pp” being defined on A V@ U, which is a direct sum of copies of V. 
Then 
O=oaLi+p/?=c7ai+p~‘ai+p~“~=oai+p~’ai=(o,p) j, ai, 
t i 
thus also 0 = (rr,p)( is). It follows that ((is), 0): (V(i - 1) @ C, C’,, p,) --) 
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V(i -- 1) is a homomur~h~sm of A 1 P’, rt j-modules, and clearly a retraction for 
(f. u,> = (( 1. O), 0). 
Next consider the case of ai. Assume, there are given an A [ VT 11 j-module 
(,&?, U,, (0,) and maps (A ul): Vci---- I’) -+ (,$Z, U,, v)~), (S’, u:): f,M. U,, F~) --+ 
V(i) such that (& u,)(f’, u;) = &. Since8 = LX,. and a, is irreducible, eitherf 
is split mono off’ is split epi. Consider first the casefbeing split mono. say 
M= V’(i---- l)@C, f=(l,O). p,=(a,p) with o: V@U,+ V(i- l), 
p: I/@ U, -+ C, and f’ = (7) with /J: C-+ V(i), If p is not split epi, we 
consider a minimal right almost split A-map (:; ): V(i - 1) @ Y -+ V(i), 
ending in P’(i), with either Y = 0 or else ;y: Y--t V(i) an irreducible map 
pointing to the mouth, and lift fi to V(i - 1) @ Y. We obtain maps 
,!3’: C -+ V(i - l), ,P: C --) Y such that B = p’ai + /Py, and note that ,L$“~ =I 0. 
Then 
thus (1 @ u;),LL_, = (o,p)(i, ), and consequently (( ji, ), 24;) is a 
homomorphism of A/V, ~z~-modules. and obviously it is a retraction for 
(A ur). Kowever, if p is split epi, then we can write C = V(i) @ C’, with 
/3=(A); thusf: V(i- I)-+ V(i- I)@ tifi)GJC’ is given by (i 0 O), and 





Also, u1 ui I= it thus we decompose V@ U, = V@ IV with I,.@ u1 given by 
(1,0) and I,, @ u{ by (A). Write 
Then clearly p II=pj-.I,~12=0, p,,=rO, and also w~,=w~-~~v)~~=-.z,u; 
for some r: W-1 V. [Namely, Hom( V, V(i - I)) is generated by pi. 1 * as an 
End( I/)-vectorspace, and W is a direct sum of copies of V; thus ‘pz, = rpi-, 
for some t, and similarly qDzz = 5’~~ for some 5’: W-, V, It follows from 
that t’ = -5. ] Decompose C’ = X @ Y2 with X = @r-r I’(j,) being a direct 
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sum of modules of the form V(j,), where j, < i, and Y having no direct 
summand of this form. Let X’ = @,“_, V, and ,u = @=, P,~,: X’ = 
@T=, V+ @T=“=, V(j,) =X, and denote by IT: X @ Y-,X the projection onto 
X. Then q13n: W-+X factors through fi since W is a direct sum of copies of 
V and using Proposition 2.2. Say qz3n = qz3p. Let W’ be the kernel of pT3, 
and W” the image of qz3; thus g-23 = p’y?” with q’ : W+ W” and 
v”: W” +X’. Since W and X’ are direct sums of copies of V, the same is 
true for W’ and W”. We have to distinguish two cases. 
First assume 7( W’) = 0. Thus 7 factors through u?’ : W-t W” and 
since q” : W” -+ X’ is injective, there exists t with pz3f== 7. Let 
p’= @~zlaj+, e..aim,:X= @r=“_, V(j,) + @I,“,, V(i- I), then 
a,“=, pi-, : &I:,, v --) @I,“=, V(i - 1). 
w’== 
Since End(V) . pi-, = pi-1 . 
End(V(i - l)), there exists [’ : Or=, V(i - 1) + V(i - 1) with pp’[’ = 
(Or=, pi- ,) i’ = Q-, . Thus, [ = rep’< : C’ + V(i - 1) satisfies (pz7 i = 7~;~ , . 
[Namely, q13[ = qz3 n,~‘[’ = v)23fip’<’ = @I3 s;Ui., = 7pimm ,. ) It follows that 
(f, u,) is a coretraction with retraction 
ii 
1 
0 ,u; . 
I 1 -i ’ 
INamely, we only have to check the following relation 
everything else is obvious.] 
Next assume r( W’) # 0, and denote by v: W’ + W the inclusion. Since W’ 
is a direct sum of copies of V, there exists 2: V+ W’ such that kv7 = 1 c.. 
Also, W’ is mapped under wz3 into Y since v~*~rr = vq’e~“p = 0. Denote the 
restriction of qz3 to W’ by v, : W’ + Y. Using the definition of Y and Lemma 
1. we see that we can factor 1~ through pi, thus there exists A’ : V(i)-, Y 
such that 1~ = pii’. Let q = 1v-and q’ = ;1’v’, with v’: Y-1X 0 Y denoting 
the inclusion. Then we have shown that ~r=~vs = I,., and rqz3 = 
;lr~(p~~ = J.(pv’ = ,uil’v’ = ,ui 7’. As a consequence, 
Thus, let f” = (0 1 --I?‘): V(i) + V(i - 1) @ V(i) @ C’ = M, 1 c. (3 uy = 
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(1,-q): V= V@D- V@U,= V@ W, and u:‘=u;\,(pl for 2<t<n. 
Then (f”, u;l) is a coretraction for (f’, u;). 
It remains to consider the case off not being split mono. Thus f’ is split 
epi, say M = V(i) @ C. f’ = (A), q, = (a, p) with u: V@ U, --t V(i) and 
p: V @ U, -+ C. Then f = (ai, 8) for some 6: V(i - 1) + C. Now 6 cannot be 
split mono since otherwise f is split mono. Let (a,, E): V(i - 1) + V(i) @ W 
be a minimal left almost split homomorphism of A-modules starting with 
V(i - 1), where W either is zero or indecomposable. Since 6 is not split 
mono, there exist 6’: V(i) -+ C, 8”: W+ C such that 6 = (~~8’ + cd”. We 
claim that ((1, S’), ut) is a coretraction for (f’, u;). We only have to show 
that it is a map of A [ I/, n ]-modules. We have 
where we have used the fact that ,ui _, E = 0 according to the definition of a 
ray module. Namely, E is either zero or an irreducible map pointing to the 
mouth. 
This finishes the proof. 
2.8. Proof of Theorem 2.3. Recall that in 2.5 we have defined a 
simply connected translation quiver T (depending on T and c) and an exact 
representation I of ?. Similar to the definition of r, we also define rlt’, n ] 
by cutting T[v, n J along to the ray [II, co). 
Now we want to construct an exact representation of TILT, n]. Note that F0 
is a subset of T[~,nl,, and all arrows of r but those involving c(i) and 
pointing to the mouth are also arrows of T(c, n], and we will endow the 
vertices of r with the same modules as before, and the arrows of Flu, n 1 
which also belong to T with the same maps as before. For i > 0, let II~~,.~, = 
( ‘(j), uj 5 Pj), with Uj = D for 1 <j<t, Uj = 0 otherwise, and 
(p, =,u~, pj = id for 2 <j < t, and q,i = 0, otherwise. Thus IV~,,~, = V(i). For 
i < 0, let Mc,,i, = (0, Uj, ~l,~), with Uj = D for -i + 1 <j < f, CJi = 0, 
otherwise, and oj = id for -i + 2 <j < t, and qj = 0, otherwise. The arrows 
of the form (t, i - 1) + (t, i) will be endowed with the maps (ai, l,..., 1) for 
i > 1, and with the obvious canonical inclusions for i < 0. Any arrow of the 
form p(i) + (n, i) will be endowed with the map (-l)‘(l, O,..., 0), an arrow of 
the form (t, i) + (t - 1, i), with 2 < t < n and i + t > 1, will be endowed with 
the map (-l)‘(l, uj) with uj= 1 for 1 ,<j< f - 1, and uj= 0, otherwise. 
Finally, consider the arrows of the form (1. i) + J pointing to the mouth. If 
such an arrow exists in T(v, n], there is an arrow a: c(i) 44’ in T, and 
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therefore there is given an irreducible map f, : V(i) + M,. We endow the 
arrow (1. i) -+ 4’ with the map 
(f,, 0 ,..., 0): Mc,,i, = (V(i), D, 0 ,..., O;,L+, O,..., 0) + (M,, O,..., 0; %., 0). 
In this way, we obtain a representation of !?[c, n], which again will be 
denoted by (M,,f,), or also by .&[L’, ~1. Instead off, we usually will just 
write f. 
Let us list the main properties of the representation a( L’. n 1 = (MX, f,) of 
T[ v, n]. 
(i) M[u, n) is exact, and all modules M, are indecomposable. 
(ii) If z is a projective vertex of T[v, n J and not of the form c(j) for 
any j, then M, is a projective A [ V, n]-module, (f),: OYGzm M,, + ML is 
minimal right almost split, and the corresponding bimodules Irr(M,, M,) of 
irreducible maps are of the form oD,. 
(iii) If MY is isomorphic to a direct summand of the radical of an 
indecomposable projective module P, then P z Mz for some z E T[t;, n],,, 
(iv) If x is an injective vertex of T[v, PZJ and not of the form G(i), then 
M, is an injective A [ V, n]-module. 
(v) The maps f: M,,i_,, -+ MXCi, and f : MC,,i_ ,) --f MC,.i, with i > 1 
are irreducible; the bimodule of irreducible maps Irr(M,,,- ,), MzCi,) is of the 
form “D,. 
(vi) The modules MJCi, and M,,;, are isomorphic, for all i E h,, and 
there are no other isomorphisms between modules of the form M,, 
x E T[u. t?),. 
Proof: (i) The modules M,, with x E &, are indecomposable by 
construction of JY. The remaining ones are obviously also indecomposable. 
Also, it is easy to check that LH[tl, n] is an exact representation. 
Iii) Let z be a projective vertex of T[.x, 12 1, and not of the form Q). If 
z E To. then also z- s T,. (Namely, the only arrows y + z with z Ei Z-, and 
J’ @! T, are arrows pointing to the mouth with J’= (1, i), i > 1. However, then 
there exists the extension (1, i - 1) I z. thus z is not projective.) Thus the 
assertion follows from the corresponding assertion for F If z @ F,,. then 
z = (n, i) with i < 0, and the assertion is obviously true by the construction 
of &IV, n]. 
(iii) Let P be indecomposable projective, and assume M, is a direct 
summand of rad P. If P is an A-module, then also MY is an A-module, thus 
with [M,] also z = [PI belongs to T. Thus Pz Mz (or Pz IW,,~, in case 
z = u(j)). If P is not an A-module, then P is isomorphic to one of MC,,i,, 
i ,< 0. Assertion (iv) has been shown in 2.6 and assertion (v) has been shown 
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in 2.7; the assertion concerning the bimodule of irreducible maps carries over 
from T. Finally, property (vi) is satisfied by the construction of .J[v, n 1. 
We are going to derive some consequences. First, we consider the case 
n > 2 and we want to show by induction on i: 
(a) Let n > 2. The map (f),,: Over M, + Mz is minimal right almost 
split for z=(n,i) and i>l-n. For i>2-n, one has DTrM,, ,.;)z 
M(n.iLll~ and for i > 0, one has D Tr MC,,i, ,) z MiCi,. 
Proof. For i = 1 - n, the module M,,,,, ,!) is simple projective, thus 
is minimal right almost split. For 2 - n < i < 0, the map 
.r” :M;;:‘.‘,‘1: M (n,i, is the inclusion of the radical of the projective module 
MC,,;), thus minimal right almost split, and the corresponding bimodule of 
irreducible maps is of the form #,. Since M(,,, -,,) is simple projective, the 
middle term of the Auslander-Reiten sequence starting with M(,,, +) is a 
direct sum of copies of all indecomposable projective modules P with 
M (n., -,?I being a direct summand of rad P, thus according to (iii) and (ii). 
the module Tr D M,,,, ,?, is given as the cokernel off: M,,,. , nj -tMc,,,z : II , 
thus according to (i) by M,, ,,z. ,!). Assume we know by induction that 
Tr D”Cn,ij z M(n-l,i+l), for some 1 -n<i<-1. Then M,,~ l.ic,j is the 
only nonprojective indecomposable module X with an irreducible map 
M,n,i+ II --t X, and according to (iii) and (ii), the minimal left almost split 
map starting with MC,,i+ ,, is of the form (f,f): Mc,,i + ,) ---t 
M tn-i,ia l,@Mol.i+z, and its cokernel M,,, , ,i , ?) is Tr D Mc,,i+ ,). Now 
consider i = 0. The map (f,f): IM,,,~ ,) @ M,,,,, + M,,,o, is the inclusion of 
the radical of the indecomposable projective module M(,,,,,), thus minimal 
right almost split, and both bimodules of irreducible maps are of the form 
@,j. Since MC,, oj is not a direct summand of the radical of a projective 
module, the middle term of the almost split sequence starting with MC,,,,), has 
two summands. Since there are given the two irreducible maps 
M Cn (,) --t MC,,. ,,“) and M,, o) --f M(,, I)) we see that Tr D M,,[ ,)) is the cokernel 
of (f,f): MC,,,,, --) Mt,,ml,i, @ M,,,;,, thus M,,Im,,,,. Also there must be an 
irreducible map from IV(,,~, to Tr D M,,,, , thus Tr D M,,,, z M,,!, ,, lsince 
D Tr M,, ~. l.oj = M,,, ,) I. Now assume the assertions are shown for some 
i > 0. For the exact sequence 
the map (f,S) is irreducible and D Tr Mc,,,i, ,) =: Mxci,, so this must be an 
Auslander-Reiten sequence, and ($) is minimal right almost split. Since ($): 
M0l.i 1) 0 M,,i, + Mw, is minimal right almost split, and M,,,;, is not a 
summand of the radical of an indecomposable projective module, the 
Auslander-Reiten sequence starting with MC,,,,, has two middle terms. Since 
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both f: MC,,i, --t M,,_ I,iJ and f: MC,,i, --$ MC,,i + ,) are irreducible, it follows 
that Tr D Mc,,i, is the cokernel of (Af;f): MC,.i, -+ M,,- ,.;) 0 MC,.i + ,). 
Finally, there must be an irreducible map from MC,,i+ ,) to Tr D Mclj+ ,), 
thus TrDM,(i+,, z Mtn.;+*) [since DTrMt.-,,i+ 1) zMc,,,;,l. 
Similarly one proves by induction on i: 
(a’) Let n = 1. For i > 0, the map (f)? : @,.,: MY --$ M, is minimal 
right almost split where z = (n, i), and D Tr Mtn,i+ ,) 5 M,,;, . Also if there is 
an arrow (n, i) --t y pointing to the mouth, then D Tr M, z MC,,,;- ,). 
In general, we therefore have: 
(b) Let 4’ be in T(u, n). If y is not of the form c(j) for any j, then the 
map (f>, : O,,,- M, + MY is minimal right almost split. If y is not of the 
form t!(j) for any j, then the map (f)_: MY-t @ TE?‘+ MI is minima1 left 
almost split, and all bimodules of irreducible maps Irr(M,, M,.), x E J’~ and 
Irr(M,., MJ, z Ey’, are of the form ,)D[,. 
Proof: By induction on i, where JJ E ii( T] L’, n ])\ ii- ,( T]v, YI 1). For 
i = 0, and y # ~(0) the vertex y is a source, thus projective, and 0 --f My is 
minima1 right almost split by (ii). Suppose now y # r?(O). If 4’ = c(O), then 
U-L : M, + 0 ;ey+ M; clearly is minimal amost left split. If y # c(O), then M,, 
is simple projective, and if My--t Z is irreducible with Z indecomposable. 
then Z is projective, and by (iii) of the form MZ for some z. According to 
(ii), there is an arrow y + z. Always, if 4” z is an arrow, then z is a 
projective vertex (since J’ is a source), M, is projective, f: M,. -4 Mr is 
irreducible, and Irr(M,., M:) z ,)D,,, again by (ii). Thus 0:: 
M,+ 0 :t,>+ M, is minimal left almost split. Now assume 1’ E 
yi+ ,(T(v, n])\.Y,(T]a, n 1). Suppose first that J is not of the form c(j). If Il is 
projective, (f),: a,,, M, + M, is minimal right almost split by (ii). If J is 
not projective, consider SV. If ry = g(j) for some j, then J = (n,j + l), thus 
(f),, : @ TE,, M,x + MY is minimal right almost split by (a) and (a’). ,4ssume 
II’ = r~’ is not of the form g(j). Then by induction, we have the minimal left 
almost split map OX: M,,. --f @,,,,. M,. Its cokernel is the map 
(f>,: Ox,,.- M, --t M, since R]u, n] is exact. Since My # 0, we see that M,, 
cannot be-injective, and thus the map (f), : @,,, M, --t M, is minimal right 
almost split. In all cases, it follows that Irr(M,V, M,,) z ,)D,) for all .Y EJ’-. 
Assume now that 4’ is not of the form t’(j). Let Z be indecomposable, with 
an irreducible map M,. ---t Z. If Z is projective, then Z z M, for some z, 
according to (iii), and there is an arrow y+ z according to (ii) and 
Irr(M,, M,) z ,)D,. If Z is not projective, then there is an irreducible map 
D Tr Z + M,,, thus D Tr Z z M, for some x E J’ . Now M, is not injective, 
thus x cannot be an injective vertex by (iv), thus there is z with x I ;:. Note 
that x E ii(T]u, n]), and again by induction there is the minima1 left almost 
split map (f),,: M, + O,.,tx MYi. Its cokernel is on the one hand 
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Tr D M, = Z; on the other hand M, since ~X[ U, n ] is exact. Also, since there 
is an irreducible map M, + M,, we have .V = yi for some j. Thus we have 
Z z M;, an arrow y + z, and f: M, + M; being irreducible. Also, since 
WM,, M,.) = ,P, , Irr(M, , MZ) = ,)D,. Conversely, if there is an arrow 
J + z, then either z is a projective vertex and f: M, --f Mz is irreducible by (ii) 
or there is the extension xl-z, and as above we see that f: M,, + M; is 
irreducible. This shows that the maps f: MY + MZ with z E y’ furnish a 
complete set of irreducible maps with starting point y; thus we conclude that 
(f); : M, + @z,V + Mz is minimal left almost split. 
This finishes the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
2.9. We assume that A is a finite-dimensional algebra with a 
component T which is a tube, and such that 4 V is a ray module with L’ = [ VI 
belonging to T. We want to determine the ray modules in T[ c. nl. 
PROPOSITION. (a) Let W be a raq’ A-module in T, with II’ = [ WI. If the 
rays [v, co) and [w, co) do not belong to the same ray class, then W is also a 
ray A [ V, n ]-module. 
(b) Zf V(i) is a ray A-module, for some i E h,, , then M, ,.ij is a ral 
A [ V, n l-module. 
(c) The modules MC,, -,, , with 1 < t < n, are ray A [ V, n j-modules. 
ProoJ (a) By construction of Tic, n 1, we know that )V stays a ray 
vertex in T[ v, n I. If 
W= W(O)-+ W(l)+ ...--) W(i)+ W(i+ l)-* ... 
is a chain of indecomposable A ( V, n]-modules and irreducible maps. all 
pointing to infinity, then all these modules are in fact A-modules. and the 
maps are irreducible A-maps pointing to infinity. Also, since the rays Iv, 00) 
and 1~1, co) do not belong to the same ray class. any indecomposable 
A [I’, n I-module X with an irreducible map W(i) --f X pointing to the mouth is 
in fact an A-module and the map is an irreducible A-map pointing to the 
mouth. This shows that properties (1) and (2) of the definition of a ray 
module are satisfied for the A 1 V, n]-module W. 
(b) Assume V(i) is a ray A-module, for some i E IId,,. Now 
M,, ,il = (V(j), D, 0 . . . . 0; ,u~, 0 ,..., 0), with ,u] = a, . . . (xi for j > 1. and ,u(, = 1. 
Any map f: V(i) + V(j) can be uniquely lifted to a map 
(f, (Df)r: M<*. i) * M(l.jj since we must have pi f = cp,,u,, and ,)Hom( V, V(j)) 
is one-dimensional. Since Irr( V(j), V(j + 1)) is of length one both as an 
End( V(j))-module as well as an End(V(j + I))-module, we can identify the 
residue division rings of the endomorphism rings End(V(j)) with D choosing 
fixed irreducible maps V(j - 1) -+ V(j). Since we assume that V(i) is a ray A- 
module, End(V(i)) is itself a division ring. thus End( V(i)) = D. It follows 
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that for j> i, the End( V(i))-vectorspace .Hom( V(i), V(j)) is one- 
dimensional. For the proof of property (1) of a ray module, let X be an 
indecomposable A [V, n]-module with an irreducible map (g, v,): M,, .j, --t X 
pointing to the mouth. By construction, X is an A-module. Now consider a 
chain of irreducible maps of A [I’, n J-modules 
M,,,i, 
W’.wj) M(,,i+ ,) (f’+Lo)+‘) ... c/i ‘4+‘) M(,,j, (&-.a,) ox, * , 
It is easy to see that all the maps f”, i < s <j- 1, and g are irreducible A- 
homomorphisms, with g being an A-homomorphism pointing to the mouth: 
thus the composition f’ 1 ..pP’ . g is 0, and therefore also 
(f’> 9;) ‘.. W’, d-‘>(g3 w,>. 
(c) The module MC,,,, is a ray A [V, nJ-module according to (b) since 
V(0) is a ray A-module. Thus consider Mt,,l --I, with 2 < t < n, and denote it 
by S,. It is a simple A [ V, nj-module with endomorphism ring D, and the 
only indecomposable A [ V, nj-modules X belonging to r[tl, n] with 
Hom(S,, X) # 0 are the modules of the form Mt,.i,; the dimension of 
.Hom(S,, M,,,i,) is equal to 1. This immediately gives the proof of all the 
properties (1) and (2) required for a ray module. For example, if 
is a chain of arbitrary maps, then the composition is zero since 
Hom(S,, M+,,i,) = 0. 
This finishes the proof of the proposition. 
2.10. Again, we assume that V is a ray A-module with P = [VI 
belonging to a tube T. We are going to determine the coray modules in 
TlV,n]. 
PROPOSITION. Any coraq, A-module W in T is also a coray A [ V, n I- 
module. If V itself is a coray module, then also M(,,,,, is a coray Al V, n I- 
module. 
Proof Let W be a coray module in T, thus u’ = [ W] is a coray vertex 
both in T and T[u, n]. Recall that the coray ending in w = 1 WI is denoted by 
(co, w ) and is given by the following vertices: 
‘..-tw(-j- I)-w(-j) .‘.-tW(-l)‘W(O)=M’. 
We will use this notation for the coray in T[ L’, n 1. (The corresponding coray 
in T ending in w is obtained from (co, ~1 by deleting several vertices and 
arrows!) Also, we denote the module M,,.(_ j) by W(-j), where j E n,. 
First assume that W(-j) is an A-module, thus Hom(W(-j), W)EndCW) is 
one-dimensional, say with generator vi. Also if p: M.,+ W(-j) is an 
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irreducible A 1 V, n ]-homomorphism pointing to infinity, then M, is in fact an 
A-module, and /3, as an A-module homomorphism, is also irreducible and 
points to infinity. Thus, given in addition a chain of irreducible A 1 V, n I-maps 
from W(-j) to W, say with composition yjc, where c E End(W). then 
pyi& = 0, since vi also is the composition of irreducible A-homomorphisms. 
Second, let W(-j) be of the form M,,.j, for some 1 < t < n, i > 1 (the cases 
i < 0 being impossible). Thus either t = n or W(-j) = M,,,,iJM(,,.~m,, . with 
M,,,;, = V(i). Consider a homomorphism r: M,,.,, + W, and note that r has 
the form I! = (A 0) with f: V(i) + W being an arbitrary map. Namely. for 
any map f: V(i) + W, ,DJ = 0, since pi is a proper composition of irreducible 
A-maps all pointing to infinity (according to i> l), f is a composition of 
irreducible A-maps pointing to the mouth, and V is a ray module. Since 
Hom( V(i), W)End,M., is one-dimensional. the same is true for 
HomPL,. WFndcIt.j and then also for Hom(M,,.i,, W), nd ,, where t < n. If 
y: IV(,,;~,, --t M,, i, is an irreducible map, then ;j = (g, u,) with 
g: V(i ~ 1) + V(i) being an irreducible A-map pointing to infmity: thus 
d= 0 and therefore yv = 0. 
Now assume that V itself is a coray A-module and consider M = M, ,,“). 
By the previous considerations, we know that V is a coray A [ V, n j-module. 
Note that given an indecomposable A 1 V. n I-module X which is not of the 
form Mc,,i, for some i < 0, then any homomorphism 6: X-, M factors 
through V (namely, lift 6 along the minimal right almost split maps ending 
in the modules Mt,,i, with j < 0). Also. note that Hom(V. M) is one- 
dimensional as well as an End(M)-vectorspace and an End(V)-vectorspace. 
generated by the obvious inclusion V+ M. Thus, for j > n, we have 
dim Hom(M(-j). M),..,( ,,,, = dim Hom(M(-j). V), ,,‘, (I, = 1, and given an 
irreducible map X-t M(-j) pointing to infinity, its composition with an 
arbitrary map IV-j) --f M is zero. Also, it is easy to see that Hom(M,,,i,. M) 
is one-dimensional as an End(M)-space for i = 0, and zero for i < 0. 
3. COHERENT TUBES WITH LENGTH FUNCTIONS 
3.1. Our aim in this section is a combinatorial description of those 
tubes which are obtained from smooth tubes by suitable ray insertions and 
coray insertions. First, we recall the notion of a length function on a trans- 
lation quiver Q. Note that for Q an Auslander-Reiten component. the 
function f: Q,, --t n\l, given by f( IX\), the length of the module X, will satisfy 
the axioms for a length function; it will be called the canonical length 
function. 
DEFINITION. Let Q be a translation quiver. A function f: Q, -+ ho is said 
to be a length function for Q, provided f satisfies the following properties: 
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(1) (Additivity): For any extension xl z. one has f(x) +f(z) = 
cy,, .f(.v). 
(2) If z is a projective vertex,f(z) = 1 + CJE= f(y). 
(2*) If x is an injective vertex,f(x) = 1 $ JJ.,,,f(.Y). 
The set of length functions may be considered as a subset of the rational 
vector space of all functions Q, + 3. The dimension of the afline subspace 
generated by all length functions will be called the rank of the set of length 
functions. 
For example, for the smooth tube T= iAi,/r, any length function f is 
uniquely determined by its values on the vertices belonging to the mouth, 
and these values may be arbitrary numbers in ‘N,. Thus, the rank of the set 
of length functions on ZA,/r is just r. 
3.2. LEMMA. Let T be a tube. and v a ray vertex in T. AH-V length 
function f for T has a unique extension to a length function f’ for T( v, n 1, 
and any length function for T[v, n] occurs in this waq’. The extension f’ of a 
length function f for T does not take the value zero outside T,. If f, g are 
length functions with f < g, then f’ < g’. 
ProoJ Let f be a length function for T. Define f ‘: T[ c, M],, -+ #NC, as 
follows: f’(w) =f (w) for w E T,, f ‘(t, i) = t + f (v(i)), for i > 0. and 
f ‘(t, i) = t + i, for i < 0. 
First, we show the additivity off ‘. Assume there is an extension v(i) I z 
in T: thus there is the extension (1. i) I z in T( c, n 1. If v(i + 1) is t.he only 
element of z- in T. then 
f’(z)+f’(l,i)=f(z)+ 1 +f(v(i))= 1 +f(v(i+ I))=f’(l,i+ 1). 
If z- in T contains two elements, say v(i + 1) and MJ, then 
f’(z)+f’(l,i)=f(z)+ 1 +f(v(i))= 1 +f(v(i+ l))+f(w) 
=f’(l. i + 1) +f’(w). 
For the extensions v(i)1 (n, i + l), we have 
f’(v(i)) +f’(n, i + 1) =f (v(i)) + n +f (v(i + 1)) 
= f ‘(n, i) +f’(v(i + 1)). 
Finally, consider the extensions (t, i) I (t - 1, i + 1) in T[ v, n] with 
2 < t ,< n. If i > 0, then 
f’(t,i)+f’(t- l,i+ 1)=2t- 1 +f(v(i))+f(v(i+ 1)) 
=f’(t - 1, i) +f’(t, i + 1). 
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If i=-1, and t+i> 1, then 
f’(t, -1) +f’(t - 1,O) = 2t - 2 +f(v(O)) =J’(t - 1, -1) +f’(t, 0). 
If i<-2, and t+i> 1, then 
f’(t, i) +f’(t - 1, i + 1) = 2t + 2i =f’(t - 1, i) +f’(t, i + 1). 
For (t, i) = (2, -l), we have 
f’(2, -1) +f’( 1,O) = 2 +f(v(O)) =f’(2, O), 
and for i,<-2, and t+i= 1, we have 
f’(t, i) +f’(t - 1, i + 1) = 2t + 2i = 2 = t + i + 1 =f’(t, i + 1). 
The vertices (n, i) with 1 - n Q i < 0, are projective, and one has 
f’(n, 1 - n) = 1, f’(n, i) = 1 +f’(n, i - 1) for 1 - n < i < 0, and 
f’(n, 0) = n +f(v(O)) = 1 +f’(n, -1) +f’(v(O)). Finally, assume that u(i) is 
injective in T for some i, thus (1, i) is injective in T[u, n]. If v(i + 1) is the 
only element in v(i)+, then (1, i)’ consists of (1, i + l), and 
S’(1, i) = 1 +f(v(i)) = 2 +f(u(i + 1)) = 1 +f’(l. i + I). 
If u(i)’ contains two elements, say v(i + 1) and W, then 
f’(l, i) = 1 +f(t‘(i)) = 2 +f(u(i + 1)) +f(u‘) 
= 1 +f’(l, i + 1) +f’(~). 
Conversely. assumef’ is a length function for TIC, it 1. By induction first 
on n - t, then on i, one shows that 
thus f’ is uniquely determined by its restriction to T,. Also, given an 
extension u(i) 1 z in T, then (1, i) 1 z is an extension in T( U. n 1, and 
f’(u(i)) +f’(z) = -1 +f’(l, i) +f’(z) = -1 +f’(l, i + 1) 
=f’(u(i + l)), 
in case v(i + 1) is the only vertex belonging to z- in T, whereas 
f’(u(i)) +f’(z) = -1 +f’( 1, i) +f’(z) = - 1 +f’(l, i + 1) +S’(W) 
=f’(c(i + 1)) +S’(w) 
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in case z - in T consists of the two vertices v(i + 1) and W. Altogether we see 
that the restriction off’ to T, is a length function for T, and that this 
restriction uniquely determines f ‘. 
The last two assertions are obvious. This finishes the proof of the lemma. 
PROPOSITION. Let T be obtained from the smooth tube ZIAJr by a 
sequence of ray insertions and coray insertions. Then T has a unique 
minimal length function f, and f 0 ‘(0) = (ZAJr)O. Also, the set {j‘- f, r a 
length function on T} is closed under addition and scalar multiplication by 
elements of N,, and it generates an r-dimensional subspace of the space of 
functions T, + Q. In particular the rank of the set of length functions on T is 
r, and coincides with the rank r(T) of T. 
Proof: By induction, starting with a smooth tube. For a smooth tube, the 
constant zero function obviously is a length function, and therefore the 
unique minimal length function. The case of a ray insertion has been treated 
in 3.2, the case of a coray insertion is dual. Recall that the rank r(T) of T is 
given by the number of paths x + y ---f z contained in the circuit next to the 
mouth such that x I z exists and belongs to the mouth. Obviously, r(T) is 
not changed by a ray insertion or a coray insertion, and r(i%Jr) == r. This 
finishes the proof. 
3.3. Let us introduce the notion of a coherent tube. It is easy to see 
that a tube obtained from a coherent tube by inserting rays or corays is 
coherent again. Since smooth tubes are always coherent, we obtain a large 
class of coherent tubes by starting with smooth tubes and forming 
successively ray insertions and coray insertions. The main result of this 
section will show that in this way we obtain all coherent tubes which admit a 
length function. 
DEFINITION. A tube is said to be coherent, provided it satisfies the 
following conditions: 
(1) The r-orbit of any projective vertex contains a vertex which 
belongs to a circuit. 
(1*) The z-orbit of any injective vertex contains a vertex which 
belongs to a circuit. 
(2) For any projective vertex x, the ray [x, co) exists. 
(2*) For any injective vertex X, the coray (co. xl exists. 
THEOREM. The following properties are equivalent for a tube T: 
(i) T is coherent and has a length function. 
(ii) T is coherent and r(T) > 0. 
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(iii) T is obtained from a smooth tube by a sequence of ray insertions 
followed b-v a sequence of coray insertions. 
(iii*) T is obtained from a smooth tube by a sequence of corajl 
insertions followed bv a sequence of ra-v insertions. 
(iv) T is obtained from a smooth tube by a sequence of raJ> insertions 
and coray insertions. 
Note that for a tube T satisfying these properties, r(T) is equal to the rank 
of the set of its length functions; see 3.2 (whereas for r(T) = 0, there is no 
length function for T. thus the rank of the set of length functions is -1). 
3.4. The proof of Theorem 3.3 will be given in 3.5. Here, we start 
with some preliminary results. 
We define two kinds of cancellations in a tube T. First, let a be a 
projective ray vertex of T such that none of the vertices a(i), i > 1. is 
projective. Let z = ta(1). There exists the ray Iz, co). and z(i) = ta(i + 1) for 
all i > 0. Also. z is the only vertex in a -. Now c?, T is obtained from T as 
follows: we delete all vertices of the form a(i), i > 0, and all arrows and 
extensions involving any of the a(i), and add a new arrow z(i) +y for any 
arrow a(i) --f y pointing to the mouth. and a new extension z(i) 1~> for any 
extension a(i)ly in T. In this case, we will say that a allows a cancellation 
of the first kind. 
Next, let a be a projective ray vertex such that also a(1) is projective. and 
none of the vertices a(i), i > 0, is injective. Let b = r-a. There exists the ray 
[b, co), and b(i) = s- a(i) f or all i > 0. Also. there is no arrow ending in a. In 
this case ii0 T is obtained from T in the following way: we delete all vertices 
of the form a(i), i > 0, and all arrows and extensions involving any of the 
a(i), and we add a new arrow x + b(i - 1) for all arrows x--f a(i) pointing to 
the mouth, and the extension x I b(i - 1) for all extensions xl a(i) in T. In 
this case, we say that a allows a cancellation of the second kind. 
(a) Assume that T is a coherent tube and that a is a vertex of T which 
allows cancellation of the first or the second kind. Then 6, T is again a tube, 
and ~(3, T) =p(T), q(2, T) = q(T) - 1. Also, 8, T is coherent and 
r(3, T) = r(T). If there exists a length function f for T, then fl(8, T), is a 
length function for 8, T. 
ProoJ Any circuit of T must contain a sequence of arrows of the 
following form: 
z’ --f a(i) + a(i + 1) --f ... + a(i + s) --f 6’ 
with z’ --f a(i) and a(i + S) + 6’ both pointing to the mouth, and s > 0. In 
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case of a cancellation of the first kind, z’ = z(i). and we replace this path of 
T by the path in a, T 
z(i)-tz(i+ I)+ ... +z(i$s)+ 6’. 
In case of a cancellation of the second kind, one has i I> 1 and 
b’ = b(i + s - I), so we replace this path of T by the path in a,, T 
z’-rb(i- l)-,b(i)+...+b(i+s- 1). 
This shows that a, T again has a circuit. Also, it is rather easy to check that 
with T also 2, T is a coherent tube, and that p(a, T) =p(T). 
q(a, T) = q(T) - 1, and r(T) = r(Z, T). 
The proof that f/(3, T), is a length function is similar to the proof of 
Lemma 3.1. We only note that in the case of a cancellation of the second 
type, and an arrow x+ a(i) pointing to the mouth, one hasf(x) <f(a(i)). by 
induction on i; thus x cannot be an injective vertex. 
(b) Let T be a coherent tube. If T is neither smooth nor the rnouth of 
T is a circuit, then there exists a vertex which allows cancellation or cocan 
cellation of the first or second kind. 
ProoJ Assume no vertex of T allows cancellation. Let w be the circuit 
next to the mouth. and 
arrows belonging to w and pointing to the mouth. We claim that x3 has to be 
projective. Otherwise, we may assume, without loss of generality, that the 
next arrow x3+x, belonging to o either points to infinity or that x, is 
projective. [Namely, if all arrows in w point to the mouth, then one of the 
vertices involved has to be projective since otherwise o is not next to the 
mouth. 1 Choose m > 1 such that s”~’ x1 is not projective, whereas a = ~‘5, 
is projective. (Note, that such an m must exist since otherwise we obtain a 
circuit involving the arrow rxj --t x2 pointing to infinity, whereas by 
assumption the arrow x, --t x2 points to the mouth and belongs to the circuit 
next to the mouth. ] There does not exist an arrow rmx3 + y pointing to the 
mouth. IAgain, some r’y, s > 0, has to be projective, and therefore the r-orbit 
of J contains some vertex in a circuit. Since the vertices rr’~~, with i <I m - 1, 
do not belong to circuits, we obtain an arrow xX + r-“y pointing to the 
mouth. Since x1, and some r-‘~, i > m, belong to circuits, we see that also 
r-“y belongs to a circuit, and therefore to w. But this contradicts the choice 
of x3. ] Since a = rmxj is projective, there exists the ray [a, co). No vertex of 
the form a(i) can be injective. (Otherwise, we would obtain an additional 
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hole inside the closed curve formed by the extensions six3 I ri-’ x3, 
1 < i < m, the arrows a(i - 1) + a(i), 1 < i < s where a(s) is first vertex of 
the ray [a, a) belonging to o, and the arrows from a(s) to x3 belonging to 
w.] As a consequence, a is a projective ray vertex with none of the vertices 
u(i), i 2 0, being injective. In case u(l) is projective, a allows cancellation of 
the second kind. Thus assume a( 1) is not projective. Let z = tu(1). We claim 
that the ray [z, co) exists, that none of the vertices z(i) is injective, and that 
ra(i + 1) = z(i) for all i > 0. Namely, there exists s > 0 such that y = rsz is 
projective [otherwise we would obtain a circuit involving aJ, and there 
cannot exist a hole inside the closed curve given by the extensions 
tiz 1 rip ’ z, 1 < i < s, the arrow z + a, the extensions six3 1_ ri. ‘x3, 
1 < i < m, the arrows y(i - 1) --+ y(i), 1 < i < s, where y(s) is the first vertex 
of the ray ly, az) belonging to cc), and the arrows from y(s) to x3 belonging to 
w. This shows that a allows a cancellation of the first kind. 
Since we assume from the beginning that T does not allow any 
cancellation, it follows that any vertex of T belongs to a circuit, using the 
property shown above and its dual. Now, assume the mouth contains both 
extensions and arrows. Let x1 z be an extension, and w --* x an arrow, both 
contained in the mouth. First assume that w + x points to the mouth, then it 
is clear that x allows a cancellation of the first kind. In case w + x points to 
infinity, let 
a = w(-s) + ... + 1+1(-l)+ W’X 
be arrows belonging to the mouth, all pointing to infinity, with s being 
maximal. If the extension raIa belongs to the mouth, then a allows cocan- 
cellation of the first type. Otherwise, a is projective, and there is an arrow 
b + a pointing to the mouth and belonging to the mouth. In this case again. a 
allows cancellation of the first kind. 
This shows that either the mouth contains only arrows, and then the 
mouth is a circuit, or else the mouth contains only extensions, and then T is 
smooth. This finishes the proof of (b). 
We say that a vertex a of the tube T arrows n-fold joint cancellation 
provided a has the following properties: the vertices ai = ri-‘u, 1 < i < n, 
exist and are ray vertices, the vertices u,(i), 0 < i < n are projective, and 
none of the vertices u,(i), i > n, is projective. In this case, the sequence of 
cancellations ~3,~ . . . ~3,~ T is defined, the first n - 1 cancellations being of the 
second kind, the last cancellation being of the first kind. For n = 1, the n-fold 
joint cancellation just reduces to a cancellation of the first kind. Note that 
the joint cancellation is the reverse process to the ray insertion, namely, we 
have 
a,,,,, ... % cn.I-n,W, n) = T 
for any ray vertex x in T, and n > 1. 
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(c) Let T be a coherent tube with r(T) > 0. If q(T) > v(T), then there 
exists a vertex which allows joint cancellation. If p(T) > r(T), then there 
exists a vertex which allows joint cocancellations. 
ProoJ Assume q(T) > r(T). Let o be the circuit next to the mouth, and 
x, =tz-+y+z a path in o with y + z pointing to the mouth. Let s be 
maximal with a path in w 
of arrows pointing to infinity. Thus SX,~~ + a belongs to CU. Since 
q(T) > r(T), without loss of generality we can assume that either a is 
projective or else ru -+ r.x_, does not belong to o. If u is projective, then a 
allows cancellation of the first kind, thus a l-fold joint cancellation. If a is 
not projective, then one of the vertices ta, ?a,..., say b = r’a, is projective. If 
b is not a source, then b allows a cancellation of the first kind, otherwise 
there exists some n with 2 <n < t + 1 such that all the vertices b(i), 
0 < i < n, are projective, whereas b(n) (and therefore all b(i), i > n) are not 
projective. In this case, the element rfPnt’ a allows n-fold joint cancellation. 
Thus, in case there does not exist a vertex which allows joint cancellation, 
q(T) = r(T). Dually, if no joint cocancellation is possible, p(T) = r(T). 
3.5. For the proof of the theorem, we will need an additional result: 
LEMMA. Let T be a tube with the mouth being a circuit. Then T does not 
admit a length function. 
Proof: First, consider the case where all arrows on the mouth point to 
the mouth, thus all vertices on the mouth are projective, and let 
be the circuit which forms the mouth of T. Assume there exists a length 
function f, then f(ai+ ,) =S(ai) + 1, and f(a,) =f(a,) =f(a,) + q, a 
contradiction. In the same way, we obtain a contradiction in case all arrows 
of the mouth point to infinity, thus, all vertices on the mouth are injective. 
Therefore, assume now there are as well arrows on the mouth which point to 
the mouth and arrows which point to infinity, and let f be a length function 
for T. If x + y is an arrow on the mouth which points to infinity, then x is 
injective and S(y) =f(x) - 1. It follows that for any arrow x +.I? which 
points to infinity, f(y) =f(x) - 1. S ince the mouth is a circuit containing 
arrows pointing to the mouth, the ray Ix, co) exists for any vertex x. Now 
f(x(n)) =f(x) - n shows that f takes negative values, a contradiction. 
Proof of the theorem. (i) 2 (ii). Let T be a coherent tube with a length 
function J: Since any cancellation reduces q(T), any cocancellation reduces 
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p(T); the process of cancellations and cocancellations must stop after a finite 
number of steps with a tube T”. By (b), P is either smooth or the mouth of 
Ts is a circuit. But the mouth of T’ cannot be a circuit since with T also 7’r 
has a length function. Thus Ts is smooth, and therefore r(T) = r(P) > 0. 
(ii) ‘+ (iii). Let T be a coherent ube with r(T) > 0. By (c), we can use 
a sequence of first joint cocancellations and then joint cancellations in order 
to obtain a tube T” with p(F) = v(F) = q(P), thus T” is smooth. Since joint 
cancellation is the reverse process to ray insertion, joint cocanceliation the 
reverse process to coray insertion, we obtain T from T” by using first ray 
insertions and then coray insertions Also, r(P) = r(T), thus T’ = Z/fiJr(,T). 
By duality, one also has (ii) 3 (iii *>. The proof of (iv) => (i) follows from 
3.2. 
3.6. We have seen above that a coherent tube T with length 
function has rank r(T) > 0. Thus, if a component of the Auslander-Reiten 
quiver of a finite-dimensional lgebra is a coherent ube T, we always must 
have r(T) > 0. However, there are coherent ubes T with r(T) = 0 which are 
of interest in the representation theory of orders. 
EXAMPLE. Let R be a discrete rank one valuation ring. and consider the 
R-lattices over the 2 x 2 lower triangular matrix ring S = (g i) over R. Then 
there is a component T of type (1, 1) with r(T) = 0. 
Namely, let f be the maximal ideal of R, say with generator x We 
consider the following lattice of column vectors L(i) = (“,‘) with i E N,, 
(where 1’ = R). There are inclusion maps L(i) --i L(i - I), all of them will be 
denoted by I, and the maps L(i - 1) -+ L(i) given by multiplication with n, 
all of them will be denoted just by z Then 7” is given by the lattices L(i), 
i E INO, the various maps I and 71, and the extensions 
0 -..-.-...+ L(j) LX?.> L(i- l)@L(i + I)--i-:)L(i)---+O, 
where i E kI. 
4. TUBULAR EXTENSIONS OF TAME CONCEALED ALGEBRAS 
4.1, Let A = A, be a tame concealed algebra, with 7’,(n), a E A, 
being the set of all tubes of A. The algebra B is said to be a rubular 
extension of A, provided there exists a finite sequence of algebras 
A=A,,A ,,..., A,, = B with A i+, being obtained from A, by a simple (or co- 
simple) tubular extension using some ray (or coray) module Y, E Z’,(J,), for 
some di E A, and where Ti+ ,(A), ,I E A, is the corresponding set of tubes of 
Ai,, with 7; +,(d), 2 T,(A),. The t4’pe of this extension is, by definition, the 
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function (p, q): A -+ Nf where p(A) =p(T,(/z)), q(n) = q(T,(n)), and the 
class of modules belonging to the various T(A) = 7’,(A). A E A, will be 
denoted by K(B,A). 
Note that for a tame concealed algebra A, all simple regular A-modules 
are ray modules, and, in general, there is the following result: 
PROPOSITION. Let B be a tubular extension of a tame concealed algebra 
A. Let M be an indecomposable B-module belonging to F(B, A). Then M is a 
ray module tf and only if [Ml is a ray vertex of T(A), and M is a coray 
module, if and only if [Ml is a coray vertex of T(A), for a suitable A E A. 
Proof Let A = A,,, A , ,..., A,,, = B be a sequence of algebras as given in 
the definition above. In case m = 0, the assertions are obvious. The general 
case now follows by induction, using Propositions 2.9 and 2.10 in case A, is 
a simple tubular extension of A, ~, , and the duals of 2.9 and 2.10 in case A,,, 
is a cosimple tubular extension. 
4.2 THEOREM. Let A be a tame concealed algebra with a simple 
regular module M of period r. Let T be a coherent tube of rank r. Then there 
exists a tubular extension B of A such that the component of B containing 
IM] is of the form T. 
Proof We use Theorem 3.3. By assumption, r > 0; thus T is obtained 
from the smooth tube J!Ai,Jr by a sequence of ray insertions and coray 
insertions. Now the component of A containing A4 is of the form Zni,,/r; 
thus the theorem follows from Proposition 4.1. 
COROLLARY. Let T be a coherent tube with a length function f such that 
.f (x) > 2 for some simple regular vertex x. Then there exists a tubular 
extension B of some tame concealed algebra A with a component of the form 
T such that f coincides with the canonical length function of this component. 
Proof: By Theorem 3.3, T is obtained from a smooth tube of the form 
.CA;,/r, with Y > 1, by a sequence of ray insertions and coray insertions. The 
simple regular vertices of Zh$Jr are the orbits of the pairs (i, 0) E Z x {O} 
under the translation i--t i + Y, and we denote the orbit containing (i, 0) by i. 
Note that (Z&/r), is a subset of T,, and the vertices I,..., F are just the 
simple regular vertices of T. Let s = c&, f (t). 
Let us construct a quiver Q of type Ar+$ as follows: the vertices of Q are 
given by the pairs (u, v), where 1 < u ,< r and I < v <f(U), and there are 
arrows (u, v) + (u, v - l), for 1 < v <f (zZ) and all zi, and also arrows 
(u, f(C))+ (u + 1, I), for all 1 <u < r, and (r,f(F))+ (1, 1). Since-f(i)> 2 
for at least one i, the path algebra A = kQ is finite-dimensional. We define 
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indecomposable representations E(i), 1 < i < r, as follows: let E(i),,,,,, = k 
for i = U, and 0, otherwise, with maps E(i),i.V, + E(i),i,l._ ,) being the identity 
for 1 < u <f(i), and all other maps being zero. Note that the representations 
E(i) are regular, and belong to a fixed component T” which is a tube. In 
fact, they are all the simple regular representations of T”, and, by 
construction, the length of E(i) is equal tof(i). 
According to the theorem, there exists a tubular extension B of A such 
that the component of B containing the representations E(i) is of the form T. 
The canonical length function on T coincides with f on the simple regular 
vertices of T. thus on all of T. 
4.3. Given an artin algebra B, let us recall the definition of the 
quiver Q(B) of B. Its vertices are the isomorphism classes of simple B- 
modules, and given two simple B-modules S, T, there is an arrow IS 1 + (TJ 
if and only if Ext’(S, T) # 0. Also recall that a Serre subcategory .? of the 
module category aH is a full subcategory closed under submodules, factor 
modules and extensions; note that .P is uniquely determined by the set of 
simple modules contained in .P . A Serre subcategory uniquely determines a 
two-sided ideal I of B such that 2 is the category of all B/I-modules. 
Actually, the ideal I is generated by some idempotent e. We will say that a 
subcategory .7 is convex, provided it is a Serre subcategory and the set of 
simple modules contained in 7 is path closed (given a path 
s,+s,+...+s, in the quiver of B, with S,, S, both in .‘7, then all Si 
belong to ‘r ). If 7 is a convex subcategory of Hi, and M is an arbitrary 
B-module, then we denote by M( ) the restriction of M to 2 : it is a 
subquotient M’/M” of M belonging to i , with M” EM’ I M. such that 
neither M/M’ nor M” has any composition factor in 1. Note that Ml , is 
(up to isomorphism) uniquely determined by i . Finally, it is easy to see 
that for .7 being convex, and I and e as before, the algebra 
A = (1 - e) B( 1 - e) satisfies B = I @ A; thus we may consider 5’ as the 
category of all A-modules. 
Also, given a class .7 of B-modules, let I(. / ) denote the class of indecom- 
posable B-modules X satisfying Hom(X, S) = 0, for all S E i . and r(. / ) the 
class of all indecomposable B-modules Y satisfying Hom(S, Y) = 0 for all 
SE 7. 
Now, assume that B is a tubular extension of a tame concealed algebra A. 
By construction, A is a factor algebra of B, and the full subcategory ,$ ~7 of 
all A-modules in the category RX is a convex subcategory. Given a B- 
module M, we denote its restriction to ,+ 4 just by Ml,. We also consider the 
factor algebras B ’ and B of B, where R + R is the Serre subcategory of ,( 4 
generated by the A-modules and those simple B-modules for which the 
injective envelope belongs to F(B, A), and similarly, H y is the Serre 
subcategory of By generated by the A-modules and those simple B-modules 
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with projective cover belonging to c(B,A). Note that also 8+’ & and H X 
are convex subcategories of 8k’. 
THEOREM. Let B be a tubular extension of a tame concealed algebra A. 
Then the indecomposable B-modules fall into three pairwise disjoint classes: 
namely, .Y(B, A) := r(K(B, A)), F(B, A), and .-i(B,A) := I(B(B, A)). If 
XE 2(B,A), YE ,?@,A), then Hom(X, Y) = 0, and, for XE .i/;“(B, A), 
YE 2(B, A), any homomorphism X 3 Y factors through a direct sum of 
modules belonging to B(B, A). Any M E .Y(B, A) is a B ’ -module, and M1,I 
is a preprojective A-module. Any M E 1(B, A) is a B--module, and M/, is a 
preinjective A-module. Finally, for M E K(B, A), the restriction Ml,4 is either 
an indecomposable regular A-module or zero. 
Proof: The proof is by induction. If B = A, then F(A> A) is the class of 
indecomposable regular modules, r(F(A, A)) is the class of indecomposable 
preprojective A-modules, and l(K(A, A)) is the class of indecomposable 
preinjective A-modules. 
Now assume the theorem is true for a tubular extension B of A, and 
assume C is obtained from B by a simple tubular extension using the ray 
module gV of B(B, A), say C = B[ V, n]. Let D = End( I’), and consider the 
D-vectorspace category n ;T = uHom,(, V, R H). We denote the functor 
.Hom,(,V, -): .&?‘-t ,T by F. The indecomposable object &V(i)) is one- 
dimensional both as a left D-vectorspace, as well as a right End(F(V(i)))- 
vectorspace, with pi being a generator. Note that for any indecomposable B- 
module R W, not isomorphic to any V(j), with j < i, the object F(W) in n ?- 
is generated by F(V(i)). (Namely, any homomorphism (o E F(W) factors 
through pi, according to Lemma 1 in 2.7.). Let B’ be the path algebra over 
D of the quiver 
and V’ the indecomposable projective-injective B’-module. The D- 
vectorspace category Horn, x A ,( V X V’,” xB ,, H) is the direct sum category of 
I,F and D?-’ = Hom,,( V’, BS J?), and ,B’ is the additive category 
generated over D by a linearly ordered set of n - 1 elements. Now C is the 
one-point extension of B x B’ using the module V x V’; see [ 11): thus the 
indecomposable C-modules cM not belonging to BXR,LH correspond bijec- 
tively to the indecomposable objects (U, HomB,,( V X V’, X X X’), p) in 
V(,iz ll nF’) with Uf 0, and such that no indecomposable direct 
summand of XX X’ belongs to r( V X V’). Given such an object in 
#C, ?- II DF’), either X = V(i) for some i, and then U = aD, X’ is indecom- 
posable and .M belongs to the component of C containing V or else all 
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indecomposable summands of X belong to I/(E,.4). Let F(C,A) denote the 
class of indecomposable C-modules which are either in F(B,A) or 
correspond to an object in ii/(,,7 lt [, 5’) of the form (,JI, 
HO%,,, (V x V’, V(i) x X’), p). Similarly, let i’(C, A) denote the class of 
indecomposable C-modules which are either in i(B,A) or correspond to 
some (V, Hom,,,( V x V’, X X X’), q) with f.J# 0 and X a direct sum of 
modules in Z(B,A). Finally, let P(C,A) = .4(B,A). It follows that 
Hom(,M. ,.N) = 0 for ME F(C,A), NE ,P(C,A), and also for 
ME .1(C,A) and NE.4(C,A)UF(C.A). 
On the other hand, if Hom(,.M. (N) = 0 for all M E “(C.A), then N 
cannot belong to F(C. A) nor to i(B, A). Now assume (.N does not belong 
to Yd( c, A ), thus it corresponds to some indecomposable 
W Horn,,, ,( V x V’, X x X’), cp) with U # 0 and X a direct sum of modules 
in +I, A). Then x=0 since otherwise there is some 
YE F(B, A) c y(C, A) with Hom,(Y, X) # 0. But then there is a nonzero 
homomorphism from (,$I, Horn, KH (V x V’. V x V’), 6) with 6: D + D X D 
being the diagonal map, to (u, Homn, II ,( V x V’, 0 x X’). P), and 
W Ho% x R (Vx V’, V x V’), 6) corresponds to the C-module 
(V. D ,..., D; I,... ~ 1) in F(C, A). This shows that /(C. A) = r(F(C, A)). For 
the proof that y(C, A) = I(;“-(C, A)), we only have to note that a C-module 
$4 with Hom(,.M, ,-N) = 0 for all (,N E F(C, A) cannot belong to F(C. A), 
and also not to .4(C, A) = f(B, A), since Y(B, A) G F-(C. A). 
Now assume, ,NE y(C, A), ,.ME 2(C, A). and f: (N-t (A4 is a 
homomorphism. We want to show that I* factors through a direct sum of 
modules in F(C, A). Let M’ be the largest submodule of A4 which is a B- 
module. Note that M just corresponds to some object (I/, Hom,,,( V X V’, 
M’ x X’), cp) in #‘(,, /li ,, F’). thus, by definition. M’ is a direct sum of 
modules in y(B, A). Since (N is in fact a B-module, f factors through M’. 
and, by induction, the induced map N --+ M’ factors through a direct sum of 
modules in F(C, A). 
Finally, we note that C’ =B+ andC=B~(VIB~,n].thusallmodules 
in P(C, A) are Ct-modules, and all modules in 2(C, A) are C--modules. 
This finishes the proof in case C is a simple tubular extension of B by a ray 
module in F(B, A). The case of C being a cosimple tubular extension of B 
by a coray module in F(B, A) is dual. 
4.4. In view of the preceding theorem, let us introduce the following 
definition: a set %- of indecomposable modules is said to be separating, 
provided the indecomposable modules not belonging to y- fall into two 
disjoint classes ,4 and 2 such that Horn&X, Y) = 0 for X E 3, YE r. also 
for X E 2, YE F, and for X E F. YE .y’. and such that, moreover. any 
map X--f Y with X E 9, YE 2 factors through a direct sum of modules in 
F. (Usually, these classes .4 and P are uniquely determined by F.) In case 
% are the modules belonging to a family of tubes. and B is separating, then 
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E- will be said to be a separating tubular series. The above theorem asserts. 
in particular, that given a tubular extension B of a tame concealed algebra A. 
the set F(B,A) is a separating tubular series. 
Also, we have seen that for a tubular extension 6 of a tame concealed 
algebra A, any indecomposable B-module not belonging to the separating 
tubular series F(B,A) is either a B ‘-module or a B -module. Let us 
consider as an example the path algebra B of the following quiver with all 
commutativity relations and the two indicated zero relations. It is a tubular 
extension of the path algebra A of the full subquiver given by the vertices 
0. l,..., 8. Here, B+ is given by the vertices 0, I,..., 8, a, b, and B is given by 
the vertices 0, l,..., 8, y, z. Note that both B + and B are wild (B’ contains 
the wild subquiver given by a, b, 0, 1, 6, 7, whereas B contains the wild 
subquiver given by 1, 6, 7, 8, J, z). The tubular series F(B,A) contains 
several indecomposable sincere representations, namely, the following: let V 
be the simple regular A-module with Vi = k for i = 0, 1. 6, 7, and zero 
otherwise; now given an indecomposable regular A-module W Z& V with 
regular socle and regular top both of the form V. there is precisely one 
indecomposable sincere B-module p with restriction to A being W: it 
satisfies pi = k for i = a, b, y, z. and these are all the indecomposable 
sincere B-modules. 
We also note the following: suppose B is a tubular extension of a tame 
concealed algebra A. If we consider a one-point extension by a module X in 
2(B, A), or a one-point coextension by a module Y in P(B. A), and also if 
we repeat these processes, the family F(B, A) will remain the union of 
certain components which are tubes and will remain to have the separation 
property of a separating tubular series. 
5. COHERENT TUBES AS COMPONENTS OF ALGEBRAS 
5.1. Let T = (T,,, T, , t) be a coherent tube which is the component 
of an algebra A. Any vertex x of T is in fact an isomorphism (class of 
indecomposable A-modules, and we will denote a representative of x by M,, 
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and similarly, for a: x-ry an arrow of T, let f,: M, + M, be some 
irreducible map. Thus, we deal with a certain representation. Y = (M,, f,) of 
the quiver (TO, T,) in the category of A-modules. Note that we have shown 
in Section 3 that the rank of T satisfies r(T) > 0 since there is given the 
canonical length function. In particular, we also have p > 0, 9 > 0, where 
(p, q) is the type of T. 
PROPOSITION. Let T be a coherent tube which is the component of an 
algebra A. Let (a, ,..., a,,) be a path with all arrows a;: x-, + xi, 1 < i < n. 
pointing to the mouth. 
(a) If x, belongs to a regular ray, or to no ray, then the composition 
f . . . “I f,, is an epimorphism. 
(b) If x, belongs to a ray, and x0 belongs to a regular ray, whereas no 
xi3 1 < i < n, belongs to a regular ray, then the composition f,, . . f,,, is a 
monomorphism. 
The proof will be given in the next section. 
5.2. Given a vertex c on the mouth of a tube T such that the ray 
[c, 03) exists, we have introduced in 2.5 the translation quiver r which is 
obtained from T by cutting along [Y, co). Given a vertex MJ in Y?, let 
A = A(a, 1%)) be the full translation subquiver of r with A,, being the set of all 
vertices J’ E T,, with a path from y to w. Obviously, A, is a finite set. and the 
underlying space IA 1 of A is contractible. We usually will deal with the 
following situation: there is a chain of arrows (pointing to the mouth) 
:1,, w( -n) __f ),q-/~ + 1) AL+ . . . -, w(-I) B, w(0) = h 
such that vtl(-n) = c(m) for some n, m E N,,. 
We may lift the representation & = (M,,f,) of T to a representation of T 
(with M rCi, = MFCi, = M,.(ij, and so on), and then we may consider the 
restriction to A. However. we would like to deal with a commutative 
representation ~72 = (M:, f ‘,) which coincides on all ,!3; with the given 
representation (such that IMz] = IM,l and with all f i being irreducible). 
This is easily established by keeping, in addition to the fn,. also certain f,. 
where a comes from an arrow in T pointing to infiruty, and forming 
pullbacks, in order to obtain the remaining Mz and f ‘, . We say that X5 is 
derived from R. 
Proof of Proposition 5.1(a). Let (a, ,..., u,) be a proper path of arrows 
ai:xim, +xi, 1 < i < n all pointing to the mouth, and such that X, either 
belongs to a regular ray or to no ray. In both cases, we note that the coray 
(co, x,,] exists, and it will contain vertices lying on regular rays. Without loss 
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of generality we may assume that x,, lies on a regular ray (otherwise, extend 
the path to the left and renumber the arrows). First, assume that x, belongs 
to a regular ray [z, co), say x, = z(m - 1) for some m E h,. We may 
suppose that no xi with 1 < i < n is regular (otherwise, we divide the path 
into two paths (a, ,..., ai), (ai+, ,..., a,,), and use induction). Since ‘rz and z 
both belong to the reduced tube T’, there exists the following diagram 
(:i:) 
of vertices and arrows from T’, where all horizontal arrows point to the 
mouth, all vertical arrows point to infinity, and x~.~-, = rz, xln = z and 
finally x,,,~ = xi for ail 0 < i < n. Similarly, in case x, belongs to no ray, 
choose a path of maximal length of arrows pointing to infinity 
x I n + . . ’ --f x,, = x, . Then xln lies on the mouth, and it cannot be projective 
since x,, does not lie on a ray, thus the extension rx,,, Ix,, lies on the 
mouth. Let x0 no, = rxln, and note that all the corays (czJ,x~,~- i ] and 
(co, xi,], 1 <j k m exist. Thus, in both cases we have the diagram (*) with 
xo.nP, Ix,, lying on the mouth. By assumption, there is a regular ray [z’, co) 
containing x,, (and therefore all xjo, 0 <j< m). We consider now the 
corresponding diagram in E (This is possible, since by assumption, those 
rays [xoi, co), 0 < i < n - 1 which exist are pairwise nonequivalent. Note 
that in case r(T) = 1, the rays [x0, co) and [xti, co) are equivalent; in this 
case. some of the vertices xin may be of the form 6(j); however, we will 
denote the diagram in r using the same letters as before.) Let A = A(c, x,,). 
and consider a commutative representation Xi derived from KY. Since, Xi 
is commutative, all the small squares of (*) are Cartesian squares, and we 
add an additional vertex x,,~, with Mz,,, = 0, and with zero maps 
M:“.“m, + hf’ ) q-t w,,, in order to obtain an additional Cartesian 
square. In thy: way, (*) becomes a large square, which is Cartesian. Since the 
upper morphism 1%4:,~ --f Mf.,,, = 0 is surjective, the same is true for the lower 
morphism Mi,” + Mf mn, and this map is just the compositionf,l ... ,j;,,,. 
Proof of Proposition 5.1(b). Now, let (a, ,..., a,,) be a path, with all 
arrows ai:xiP,+xi, 1 ,< i < n, pointing to the mouth, such that xc, belongs 
to a regular ray [v, co), say x0 = u(m), and such that no other vertex x,, with 
1 < i < n, belongs to a regular ray. We use induction on n. Choose i E h,) 
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minimal such that there exists a path (y, ,..., s,,) of length II of arrows 
Y,j ' xi.j- I --f xii pointing to the mouth, with xi0 = c(i), as well as a path of 
length m - i with arrows pointing to infinity from xirl to x,,. We claim that 
one of the vertices xii, 1 <j < n has to be projective. Namely, assume no xi,. 
1 <j < n is projective. Since xi, is not projective, the arrow rxi, -+ xi0 is an 
arrow pointing to infinity and ending in xi,, = c(i). Thus i > 0 since c(O) = L 
generates a regular ray. Also, the extension s;Y~,~ 1 x(,, belongs to the mouth, 
since otherwise there is an arrow 6: xi ,.,, + xi,, pointing to infinity. and thus 
we obtain both a path (5’~: ,..., ryn, ~6) from ~(i ~ 1) to xi ,,,, with arrows 
pointing to the mouth as well as a path of length m - i + 1 with arrows 
pointing to infinity, from xi-, ,,I to x,,. thus contradicting the minimality of i. 
Since t’ belongs to a circuit, the coray (03. c 1 exists. By assumption. the ray 
lx,,. co) exists, thus also (s~,~. co) exists. Now the coray (co. I* ) and the ray 
(xin, co) intersect. and. in this way, we obtain a closed path containing TX,,, 
and xi,, , as follows: we go from L’ to ~(i - 1) along the ray 1 t’. co). then from 
~(i - 1) to rxin using (ryZ ,..., ry,,). then along cry,, and y,, to xi,,. finally along 
the ray Is~,~, co) up to an intersection point with the coray (co, ~‘1 and back 
to u along this coray. This shows that KY;,! and x;,~ belong to the reduced tube 
T”, and since rx;,, I.Y;,~ lies on the mouth. Ix;,,, co) is a regular ray. Since 
this contradicts the assumption that .Y,! does not lie on a regular ray. it 
follows that one of the vertices xii. I <j < 12, is projective. 
We fix j maximal such that xii is projective. First, we consider the case 
j < n. Let x- ,,r = rxi.r, , for j < r ( n. There also may be an arrow ending 
in xin and pointing to infinity. In case it exists. its starting point will be 
denoted by x~-,,~. Thus, we obtain the following diagram of vertices and 
arrows from T (the two dotted arrows and the vertex xi ,,,! may or may not 
exist): 
I I 
X m.i- I nnli ,y m.i + 
I 
i 
( 4: :/: ) 
* 
Here, all horizontal arrows point to the mouth. all vertical arrows point to 
infinity, and x,,,~ = x,, umr = a, and air = y,.. The horizontal map ending in 
xii is denoted by aii, the vertical by dij. Consider now the corresponding 
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diagram in r (this is possible since the rays (xi, co) are pairwise 
inequivalent), and the finite translation subquiver A = A(v, x,,). Let, 42 be a 
commutative representation derived from a% In case there does not exist an 
arrow ending in xin and pointing to infinity, let M’;,mI,n = 0 and add zero 
maps MS,! , nil + MS,i ~, n, and Mziel ,, --t Mti,. In this way, the whole diagram 
(*i;*), including the dotted arrows, ‘is composed from small squares all of 
which are, up to sign, Cartesian. We want to show that the composition 
fa, ... f,, =f cam, *‘. f ‘a,” is a monomorphism. Using part of the diagram 
(x*), we see that it is enough to show that f ki, ... f Li, is a monomorphism. 
Now Miii is a projective module, with radical being given by the direct sum 
of the images off L,j and fi,, both being monomorphisms. Thus, it is enough 
to show that the image of ,D: U -+ MC xii (the canonical inclusion of the kernel 
of f Li.j4, ... f t,,) is contained in the image of f i,,. However. 
again using part of the diagram (**), we have the following Cartesian square 
Using the pullback property, we factor the pair (D, 0): U+ Mi,[ @ Mji, ,,,, 
through MZ.,, + thus we obtain p’: U-+ M’; such that ,D =,u’f :; . This 
shows that m case j < n, the map f,, ... f,,,’ ils“ a monomorphism. In case 
j = n, the same result follows more easily: f,,, is a monomorphism since Myi. 
is projective, thus also f z,,,, is a monomorphism, using the corresponding 
Cartesian square. Thus, always f,, . .. f,,, is a monomorphism. By induction. 
we also have that f,, . . . f,, , is a monomorphism. This finishes the proof. 
5.3. Recall that Auslander and Smalo [ 1 1 have introduced the 
notion of a preprojective module over a general artin algebra: An indecom- 
posable module M is said to be preprojectire if and only if there exists a 
proper submodule M’ of M such that there are only finitely many pairwise 
nonisomorphic indecomposable modules hTi having a homomorphism .wj --t M 
with image not contained in M’. 
THEOREM. Let T be a component of A which is a coherent tube, and let 
M be an indecomposable module in T. Then M is preprojective if and only if 
M belongs to a ray, but not to a regular ray, and M is preinjectice if and 
only if M belongs to a coray, but not to a regular coray. 
Proof: Let M be an indecomposable module with PV = IM] belonging 
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to T,. First, assume w belongs to a regular ray, or to no ray at all. In both 
cases there exists the coray (co, w] 
. . . + w(-i) __* ii ii 8l w-i+ l)!b+ . ..a+l)A w(0) = !A’. 
Choose indecomposable modules IV-i) with (M(-i)I = IV-~), and 
irreducible maps fi: M(-i) + M(-i + 1). By the proposition, all the 
compositions fi . ..f., for all i E N, , are surjective. This shows that M 
cannot be preprojective. 
Now, assume that w does not belong to a regular ray, but to a ray. If 1% 
does not belong to a coray, then there are only finitely many paths ending in 
w; thus there are only finitely many indecomposable modules having a path 
of irreducible maps to M, and M is preprojective. Thus, we can assume that 
the coray (00, w] exists. Let n be the smallest number in k, such that w(-n) 
belongs to a regular ray, say to [L’, co), thus w(-n) = u(m) for some m E h,,. 
Choose indecomposable modules M(-i) with IM(-i)] = bt*(-i), I < i < II, 
and irreducible maps f; : M(-i) + M(-i t 1). Let I be the set of vertices x 
in T which have a path x = x,) + x, + s.. + X, = MI from x to w such that no 
xi belongs to Iv, co). We claim that for any indecomposable module N with 
[N] 6Z. I ; any homomorphism N + M factors through f, ... f, . Since f is 
finite, and f, . . . f, is a monomorphism according to Proposition 5.1, this 
implies that M is preprojective. 
Let A = d(v, w), and choose a commutative representation &i = (M:,f:;) 
derived from .&. Note that for the vertices z of A which are not of the form 
g(i), the maps 
are minimal right almost split. Now assume there is given an indecom- 
posable module N, with [N] $. t ; and a homomorphism g : N + M. 
Factorising g through the various minimal right almost split maps inside A, 
we can write g as a sum of maps g’g” with g’ : N -+ JV’;,,~, , where 0 < i < n, 
and g” : Mi,,;, + M being a composition of irreducible maps of the form f :;. 
with a E A,. However, since Xi is commutative, we see that g” factors 
through f,, . . f, , thus g factors through f,, . . f, . This finishes the proof of 
the first assertion of the theorem. The second assertion follows by duality. 
5.4. Given a coherent tube T, in view of the preceding theorem, it 
seems to be natural to call a maximal nonregular ray a preprojectiue ray, a 
maximal nonregular coray a preinjectiue coray. The number of preprojective 
rays is q(T) - r(T), the number of preinjective corays is p(T) - r(T). We 
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may reformulate the preceding theorem as follows: in case T is the 
component of an artin algebra A, then an indecomposable A-module M in T 
is preprojective if and only if [M] belongs to a preprojective ray, and prein- 
jective if and only if [M] belongs to a preinjective coray. We also mention 
two obvious consequences: 
COROLLARY 1. Let T be a component of A which is a coherent tube, and 
M an indecomposable A-module in T. Then A4 is neither preprojective nor 
preinjective if and only if [M] is a regular vertex of T. 
COROLLARY 2. Let T be a component of A which is a coherent tube. 
There are injkitely many isomorphism classes of indecomposable modules 
belonging to T which are both preprojective and preinjective if and only if 
both p(T) > r(T) and q(T) > r(T). 
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